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WELCOME



hello. my name is

president Latin America and Caribbean
correo: james.evans@jwt.com
argentina
check lister

Ours is a business of ideas. Ideas that help our clients grow 
their business and contribute to growing the value of their 
Brands. Regardless of what vehicle we decide to use in the end, 
success will always depend on what content we are sharing 
with our customer base. 

But the way that great ideas help Brands is changing at a rapid 
pace and in this new era, content is closely tied to data. We are 
experiencing a fast and permanent evolution of how consumers 
interact with brands, and the only way we can keep our fingers 
on their pulse is by absorbing more data, acting and reacting 
faster, and creating ideas that allow a differentiated experience 
realtime. The one trick pony days are over. Brand channel 
planning requires more sophistication by the minute.



Brand Strategies, Brand Ideas, and Channel Plans are 
all being evaluated at a faster rate, driven by abundant 
data. And each market is behaving differently, catching 
up with the new media at different rates.

Our intent, with this first publication of Digilats in 
physical and digital format, is to share with you our 
understanding of where each market in Latin America is 
in this digital age. As you might expect, some markets 
are adopting trends faster than others. 

Importantly,Traditional media is not dead as some may 
try to make us believe, and consumers continue to spend 
time with their preferred content in multiple media, 
albeit with a different behavior.

But what people find to be entertaining and time worthy 
today will not be on their radars tomorrow. This forces 
us to continue taking a market pulse on a permanent 
basis using our available tolls and metrics. Digilats does 
not intend to replace the need for continued updating in 
microseconds speeds, but it will definitely be a valuable 
consulting tool that gives you the fundamentals when 
discussing your upcoming years Brand Plans.

We look forward to hearing from you with an opinion of 
this first edition of Digilats. Your input will be valuable to 
us in the preparation of a future number, as well as 
enriching our understanding with new and different 
points of view for our day to day work.



ABOUT
THIS BOOK



hello. my name is

planning director
correo: carolina.rubiano@jwt.com
mexico
social enthusiast

More than 9000 people, over 9 countries and JWT coming 
together to create a strategic planning LATINAMERICAN 
NETWORK that would offer high competitive advantage for our 
clients. This is how it all started, with figures that seemed to 
be a mere objective in a power point presentation and part of 
a far-fetched reality. 

9 months ago we couldn’t believe when James Evans gave us 
green light on the launching of DIGILATS. This was an 
unthinkable project. One where JWT would, for the first time, 
approach such an ambitious and collective creation.

Some time after Evan’s approval, Juan Pablo Rocha 
(President of JWT Colombia) shared the decisiton of proposing 
Colombia as the leading country of the project. The planning 
department stood amazed in silence. We questioned 
ourselves. Where we ready to manage this responsibility? 
Would we deliver the putting into action of such an 
international promise?



“What a challenge!” we thought, followed by a “NICE,Let’s do 
it!” call into action.

Our first step was to make use of key tools that would allow us 
to work and share with a worlwide network of colleagues. We 
made the most out of the “Talking Heads”, an internal 
videocommunications system. Such was a key player in getting 
to know what would become an international team of players 
from 9 different countries. The doers who shaped the soul and 
essence of the project.

Thanks to this technology, there was no need to travel away 
from home in order to get things done. Regardless of our time 
differences and the long distances between us, little by little we 
started to feel as a worldwide community who through passion 
was making it happen.
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PRESENT IN EACH MEMBER
OF THE INTERNATIONAL NETWORK.
EVERYONE GAVE THE BEST OF
THEIR TALENTS AND SERVICES
TO DIGILATS JWT. 

Finally, I would like to thank the whole DIGILATS JWT 2013 TEAM for 
never giving less, for never giving up and for trusting us on this road 
we were all discovering. To Juan Pablo Rocha for giving us the 
opportunity of being involved in a regional project  that absorbed 
most of our time along this year. To Fernando Bozzoletti, Patrice 
Lamiral, Fabián Piña, Adriana Pineda, Estefania Aspiazu, Verónica 
Paz Soldán, Paola Tealdo, Renzo Celis, Auribel Chaar, Andrea 
Lofrano and each of their teams for being a fundamental part of this 
project, without your support and expertise we couldn't have been 
able to deliver this great quality project we are presenting to the 
world today.

WE HOPE TO GET THE
OPPORTUNITY TO SEE YOU
AGAIN IN 2015.

During this process we questioned the relevance of the digital world 
as a source of knowledge. We asked ourselves questions such as: 
Isn’t the “digital world” seen as a commodity nowadays? What could 
be really innovative about this subject? 
It was a road filled with innovation, where JWT’s GO MENTALITY was
Our research process allowed us to conclude that few people 
understand what is the relationship between Latin-American 
consumers and the digital world and few understand how to 
strategically capitalize this media. Without a doubt, the digital world 
is the primary interaction media for consumers today and there are 
many unanswered questions.
 
DIGILATS JWT 2013 has been developed thinking about the people 
behavior online and the opportunities that emerge for our clients, 
using the different tools that we can offer them as 
INTERNACIONALISTAS. 

We designed a test to help us know deeply the participants online of 
each one of our clients, we hope that will show us how to get closer 
to them by knowing and giving them what they need and want.
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ABOUT 
THIS 
BOOK

THIS EDITION IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES THAT LOOKS TO UNDERSTAND DIGITAL CONSUMERS IN 
LATIN AMERICA. THIS BOOK FOCUSES ON LATIN AMERICAN DIGITAL CONSUMERS OVERALL, 
WHEREAS SUBSEQUENT REPORTS ON WWW.DIGILATSJWT.COM WILL FOCUS ON EACH OF 
THE 9 MARKETS WE SURVEYED. THROUGH OUR ANALYSIS OF THEIR DIGITAL BEHAVIORS AND 
ATTITUDES WE LOOK TO PRESENT A CLEAR PICTURE OF WHO LATIN AMERICAN INTERNET 
USERS ARE, WHAT MOTIVATES THEM, AND HOW BRANDS CAN BETTER MEET THEIR 
CHANGING NEEDS. 



hello. my name is

planner
correo: juanita.vargas@jwt.com
colombia
addicted netizen
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COLOMBIA

1
ADRIANA PINEDA:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Web Scout
POSITION: Integrated Communications 
              Planning VP
E MAIL: adriana.pineda@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Colombia

2
ANDREA LOFRANO:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Addicted Netizen 
POSITION: Strategic Planner
E MAIL: andrea.lofrano@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Venezuela

3
AURIBEL CHAAR:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Social Enthusiast
POSITION: Digital Group Director
E MAIL: auribel.chaar@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Puerto Rico

4
MARIA CAROLINA RUBIANOGROOT:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Social Enthusiast
POSITION: Planning Director
E MAIL: carolina.rubiano@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Mexico

5
CESAR TRUJILLO:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Check Lister
POSITION: Vicepresident of Digital,
             JWT Colombia
E MAIL: cesar.trujillo@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Colombia

6
DIEGO CONTRERAS JARAMILLO:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Web Scout
POSITION: Creative Director
E MAIL: diego.contreras@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Colombia

7
ESTEFANIA ASPIAZU:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Check Lister 
POSITION: Digital Director
E MAIL: easpiazu@norlopjwt.com.ec
COUNTRY: Ecuador

8
FABIÁN PIÑA:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Addicted Netizen
POSITION: Planning Director
E MAIL: fabian.pina@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Chile

9
FERNANDO BOZZOLETTI:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Addicted Netizen
POSITION: Strategic Planning Director
E MAIL: fernando.bozzoletti@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Argentina

10
JAMES EVANS:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Check Lister
POSITION: President Latin America
              and Caribbean
E MAIL: james.evans@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Argentina

11
JUANITA VARGAS DIAZ:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Addicted Netizen
POSITION: Planner
E MAIL: juanita.vargas@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Colombia

12
KAREN MONTECUOLLO:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Check Lister
POSITION: Brand Intelligence Manager
E MAIL: karen.montecuollo@jwt.com
COUNTRY: US

13
MARK TRUSS:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Social Enthusiast
POSITION: Global Director of Brand Intelligence
E MAIL: mark.truss@jwt.com
COUNTRY: US

14
MIGUEL JIMENEZ:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Check Lister
POSITION: Graphic Designer
E MAIL: miguel.jimenez@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Colombia

15
PAOLA TEALDO:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Social Enthusiast
POSITION: Planning Director
E MAIL: paola.tealdo@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Peru

16
PATRICE LAMIRAL:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Addicted Netizen
POSITION: Strategy Director
E MAIL: patrice.lamiral@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Brazil

17
RENZO CELIS NORIEGA:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Addicted Netizen
POSITION: Networking Director
E MAIL: renzo.celis@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Peru

18
VERONICA PAZ SOLDAN:
DIGILATS PERSONAS: Check Lister
POSITION: Senior Planner
E MAIL: veronica.pazsoldan@jwt.com
COUNTRY: Mexico
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METHODOLOGY
AND

SAMPLE
We were wondering.  Clients were asking.  We needed data.  
We needed information.  Yet there weren’t many good sources 
available.  So what did we do?  We decided we’d make the 
investment and conduct the research ourselves, despite the 
investment being large in both funds and resources.

WHAT’S HAPPENING
WITH DIGITAL IN LATIN AMERICA?

hello. my name is

Global Director of Brand Intelligence
correo: mark.truss@jwt.com
us
social enthusiast



JWT is unique among advertising agencies in many 
respects.  One specific area of uniqueness that helped 
make this decision easier is something we call JWT 
SONAR – our global insights and research team.  
Staffed with full-time career custom researchers, JWT 
SONAR partnered with the leading Planners from our 
LATAM markets to design, execute and analyze a 
customized quantitative research plan, investigated all 
aspects of the digital experience.

Across the region, JWT SONAR surveyed just over 1,000 
adults (18+) in each of nine key markets, speaking with 
internet users, specifically, those who had accessed 
the internet in the past month.
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BOLIVIA

PARAGUAY

URUGUAY

THE NINE KEY
MARKETS WE
SURVEYED INCLUDED:

ARGENTINA
(N=1,012)

BRAZIL
(N=1,007)

CHILE
(N=1,003)

COLOMBIA
(N=1,005)

ECUADOR
(N=1,004)

PERU
(N=1,003)

MEXICO
(N=1,010) PUERTO RICO

(N=1,002)

VENEZUELA
(N=1,003)



DATA COLLECTED

THE DATA ARE WEIGHTED BY AGE AND GENDER
TO A REPRESENTATIVE UNIVERSE OF INTERNET
USERS IN EACH MARKET.

MAY 17 - JUNE 1, 2013

The customized survey – created and designed by JWT SONAR and 
Planning leaders in each market – was a comprehensive view into the 
digital lives of consumers.  The 35 minute survey included explorations 
in the following areas:

- The Digital Landscape
- Digital Activities
- Social Media
- Digital Path to Purchase
- Segmentation of consumers based on digital attitudes and behaviors

THE INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THIS BOOK IS BUT ONE OUTPUT FROM THIS 
WORK. IN-DEPTH DATA AND ANALYSIS WITHIN EACH MARKET IS ALSO 
AVAILABLE ON THE DIGILATSJWT.COM WEBSITE, AND CUSTOMIZED DATA 
CUTS CAN BE OBTAINED FOR THE ASKING.
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DEMOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION
SAMPLE DIGILATS 2013:

9 COUNTRIES 

9000
PEOPLE

(ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, CHILE,
COLOMBIA, ECUADOR, MEXICO,
PERU, PUERTO RICO AND
VENEZUELA)

TOTAL 100%

GENDER1

UNDER 18
0%

2
AGE

18-24
30%

25-29
14%

35-39
10%

40-44
10%

45-49
8%

60-64
3%

65 or
over
1%

TOTAL 100%

30-34
13%

50-54
7%

55-59
3%

50%
FEMALE

50%
MALE



3
MARITAL STATUS 

NO CHILDREN

7% 9%
YES, CHILDREN
2-5 YEARS OLD

12% 18%
YES, CHILDREN
13-17 YEARS OLD

YES, CHILDREN
18 OR OLDER

53%

14%
YES, CHILDREN
6-12 YEARS OLD

CHILDREN

4

YES, CHILDREN
UNDER 2 YEARS OLD

TOTAL 100% MARRIED
37%

SINGLE 36%

SINGLE WITH
A PARTNER

19%

SEPARATED
/WIDOWED
/DIVORCED

8%
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51%

18%

13%

5%
4%

10%

TOTAL 100%
EMPLOYED FULL-TIME

EMPLOYED PART-TIME

OUT OF WORK, 
BUT AVAILABLE FOR EMPLOYMENT

51%

18%

13%

5%

4%

10%

RETIRED

HOMEMAKER

STUDENT

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS

TOTAL 100%
URBAN / CITY

95%
SUBURBAN

3% 2%
RURAL

AREA OF RESIDENCE
5

6



LATAM
OVERVIEW



At JWT we believe that consumer knowledge is critical to generating 
insightful ideas.

Everything we do is driven by consumer behaviours, desires 
and aspirations in a fast moving global society. 

Technology is clearly shaping and changing the world as we 
know it and it directly affects what JWT creates and how we 
connect with consumers to continue building brand value for 
our clients.

Despite challenges in infrastructure, digital in the region is 
growing at impressive rates. A better understanding of the 
evolution and impact of these changes was necessary for a 
region with two languages, 600 million people spread across 20 
countries; ample fodder for significant social and cultural 
nuances.

hello. my name is

ceo jwt brazil
correo: ezra.geld@jwt.com
brazil
addicted netizen



DIGILATS provides a deep dive into the LATAM digital 
scenario with a full set of fresh data from 9 major 
markets. It also goes one step further - it analyses the 
political, cultural and socio–economic aspects behind 
the data to explain and open a discussion around the 
digital evolution of each country. For instance, through 
DIGILATS we learned that:

- Argentina is quickly approaching developed countries 
in terms of internet use.

- The "Jeitinho Brasileiro" (Brazilian way) may explain 
why Brazilians are the least willing to pay for services 
online.

- The Colombians jovial spirit is reflected in how socially 
active they are online; but safety issues may be limiting 
smartphone take-up.

- Mexico lags in digital adoption when compared to other 
LATAM markets. Social Inequality and technology 
limitations are to blame.

- 91% of all internet users from Venezuela are on 
Facebook.

At JWT we make things inspired by the world. Getting to 
know more and more about it is how we keep our ideas 
fresh and impactful. We hope you enjoy and get as much 
out of the read as much as we did putting it together.

Obrigado! Gracias!
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66%

1RERG\� LV� VXUSULVHG� DW� KRZ� PXFK� ZH� XVH� H�PDLO��
check online news (with Argentina using it 
significantly more than the global average), and use 
social media in our daily lives. What really surprises is 
how fast we are approaching developed countries in 
terms of use, even though we have a much weaker 
technological infrastructure and our mobile 
penetration is considerably lower.

Current internet penetration in Argentina is at 66% of 
the population; 66% of those users access the 
internet through a broadband connection.  It has been 
in a constantly changing scenario, with many changes 
taking place in a very short time. The penetration of 
mobile connections among the population is 76% and 
Android is the most popular mobile operating system 
with 33% of the market share. 

1LQHW\�ILYH� SHUFHQW� RI�$UJHQWLQLDQV�XVH� WKH� LQWHUQHW�
on a daily basis, particularly in the late afternoon and 
late in the evening. We spend an average of 16 hours 
per week online, mostly on social networking and 
email. 

In this ever changing yet encouraging context, brands 
must be digital hosts. They must greet and provide an 
ever increasing number of new users with amazing 
new applications, innovative uses, and exciting 
content to keep them eager for more.
The big challenge for brands is to surprise users with 
the content, and not, as has been happening, wait for 
the users to innovate in content and applications.
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16HOURS SPENT
ONLINE
PER WEEK 95%ACCESSING

INTERNET
DAILY

67%OF INTERNET
USERS SHOP
ONLINE142MINUTES PER WEEK

AVERAGE TIME
SPENT USING WEBMAIL

76%
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PC HOME 94%
28%

10%
8%

12%
49%

17%
3%
5%

2%
5%

PC WORK

PC SCHOOL

PC  INTERNET CAFÉ

PC ELSEWHERE

GAMES

TV SET

TABLET

MOBILE

MP3

EBOOK

INTERNET
ACCESS
BY DEVICE
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6RFLDO�1HWZRUNLQJ�	�&RQQHFWLQJ

Email

.QRZOHGJH�	�(GXFDWLRQ

Taking Part In Social Activism

Personal Admin

Shopping

3UH�SXUFKDVH�	�%URZVLQJ

1HZV��6SRUW�	�:HDWKHU

Personal Interest

0XOWL�PHGLD�	�(QWHUWDLQPHQW

Online Gaming

Online Dating

Download Music

6HDUFKLQJ�-RE�1HWZRUNLQJ�

Academic Activities

Listen To Music

ACTIVITIES -  DAILY

76% 85% 40% 25%

22% 8% 24% 64%

40% 44% 36% 6%

15% 29% 23% 47%



In bed when i wake up in the morning

Early morning

Commuting

Late morning

Midday

Early afternoon

Late afternoon

Early evening

Late evening

In bed before i go to sleep

During the night

TIME OF DAY ACCESS
INTERNET-% AVERAGE DAY

3% 20% 6% 17%

14% 18% 47% 27%

49% 7% 9%
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1Social Bakers Market – January 2013
2teleco.com.br – July 2013. 
http://www.teleco.com.br/ncel.asp

The recent protests that took place in Brazil showed 
how important Social Media can be in a country that still 
faces important infrastructure challenges, particularly 
in the telecommunications sector. Even though the 
country shows a relatively low internet penetration of 
46%, the users who do connect  show intense use, with 
94% going online every day and spending an average of 
16 hours per week, mostly on social networking 
activities.

Brazilians are among the top social media users 
worldwide, standing as 2nd country with the most 
Facebook users behind USA1. Four in five connected 
Brazilians are Facebook users. 

The government is committed to improving Broadband 
penetration which  stood, before the World Cup, at 56% 
of total internet users. However, specialists are 
skeptical about it.

Mobile data is a clear alternative to keep everyone 
connected.  However, high costs still limit adoption.  
Approximately 80%2 of all mobile plans are pre-paid 
and people tend to have more than one connected 
device in order to always pick the best deals from 
different providers. Recent changes in provider pricing 
policies are allowing more Brazilians to acquire their 
first Smartphone, which is considered a strong symbol 
of status.  Currently, only 58% of mobile users own a 
Smartphone.

In the next years we should expect steady growth in 
online shopping categories with an increasing number 
of people going online.
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72% 66%
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17%
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Email

.QRZOHGJH�	�(GXFDWLRQ

Taking Part In Social Activism

Personal Admin

Shopping

3UH�SXUFKDVH�	�%URZVLQJ

1HZV��6SRUW�	�:HDWKHU

Personal Interest

0XOWL�PHGLD�	�(QWHUWDLQPHQW

Online Gaming

Online Dating

Download Music

6HDUFKLQJ�-RE�1HWZRUNLQJ�

Academic Activities

Listen To Music

76% 88% 48% 17%

26% 10% 30% 65%

46% 47% 28% 13%

22% 32% 27% 51%

ACTIVITIES -  DAILY



In bed when i wake up in the morning

Early morning

Commuting

Late morning

Midday

Early afternoon

Late afternoon

Early evening

Late evening

In bed before i go to sleep

During the night

TIME OF DAY ACCESS
INTERNET-% AVERAGE DAY

10%

27% 33% 38% 43%

34% 14% 24%

36% 12% 23%
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At 59%, Chile’s internet penetration ranks as one of the 
highest in the region. This is probably due the fast 
growing adoption of smart mobile technology (66%) and 
the country’s technology prices, which in general are 
lower than in countries such as Brazil and Argentina.

It’s interesting to note that Chileans understand digital 
media mainly as a place to meet, express opinions,  and 
cooperate (we are lead the region with 94% of our 
internet users using Facebook). This tells a lot about 
our efforts to take “the digital world” and turn it into an 
extension of our daily lives. It’s very strange to see a 
Chilean without a Facebook account, and the reason is 
never related to connectivity, but rather to ideological 
positions.

Also of note is the fact that e-shopping, mobile internet, 
and online streaming –things that seemed distant not 
so long ago– are increasingly becoming part of user’s 
daily activities. 

In the specific case of e-shopping (70%) we can see that, 
despite user familiarity with this service, the daily 
frequency of online shopping is still low, both locally 
and regionally. For companies, this means that there is 
a great challenge to encourage more users to shop 
online by creating offerings that are closer to the 
consumer’s evolving needs.

59%97%

74%
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04.
Internet access has grown steadily in Colombia over the last 
decade, making the country one of the hottest spots for digital 
development.  The country already boasts an internet penetration 
of 60%, 64% of which already have a broadband connection.
 
Colombians are known for their jovial spirit and this seems to 
be reflected by the high number of Facebook users in the 
FRXQWU\�� 1LQHW\�RQH� SHUFHQW� RI� DOO� LQWHUQHW� XVHUV� XVH� WKLV�
popular social network. Currently, the country ranks 4th in 
Latin America and 15th worldwide1. Bogotá is the 5th city in the 
world in number of Facebook users2. 
 
Currently, there are almost as many of cellular phones as 
people in Colombia.However, smartphone penetration  is only 
54% of all mobile users, probably due to high prices, insecurity 
in the streets, and the increasingly bad reputation of many 
mobile operators regarding quality of service. 

Online shopping penetration remains low compared to other 
countries in the region, which could be explained by three 
main factors: first, only 5.9 million Colombians have credit 
cards; second, online payments are still perceived as unsafe;  
and third, local retailers lack good online shopping offerings. 
1HYHUWKHOHVV��WKHVH�WKUHH�IDFWRUV��WHQG�WR�LPSURYH�LQ�WKH�QHDU�
future.

1http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/
2http://www.socialbakers.com/blog/647-top-10-biggest-facebook-cities
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05.
Ecuador’s online market is growing fast. Of all 
Ecuadorians, 44% have some kind of access to the 
internet. However, it is very interesting that, of all online 
users, over 84% own a Facebook account, and that this 
website is still the most visited in Ecuador. 

Ecuador’s mobile phone penetration is also growing 
TXLFNO\� DQG� KDV� UHDFKHG� ���� RI� WRWDO� SRSXODWLRQ�� 1RW�
everyone owns a smartphone, but 58% of those who do 
an iOS device. 

Ecuador continues to be strong in online shopping. Even 
though credit cards in Ecuador make it difficult to shop 
online, Ecuadorians use American websites to buy goods 
and have them shipped to our country. 

Finally, Ecuador is a country that is developing new 
digital strategies.  Users are focusing on mobile apps, 
social media, or mails.
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06.
Internet usage is driven by highly confident 
youth: 37% believe that they are on the cutting 
edge of technology versus the global average of 
19%1. However, internet adoption (currently at 
37% of the total population) is decelerating due 
to growing concerns among the people over the 
prices of basic needs2. 

Internet access via mobile devices has jumped 
from 7.2 hours per week in 2011 to 22.4 in 20123 
with 95% of accesses taking place through 
Wifi4. 

Internet commerce is estimated to double by 
2016 and companies such as Walmart have 
aggressive growth plans which stress strong 
security measures5. 

1"Jóvenes mexicanos confían en sus conocimientos tecnológicos.
" El Universal 12 6 2013, n. pag. Web. 24 Jun. 2013.
http://www.eluniversal.com.mx/articulos/78346.html.

2Herrera Beltrán, Claudia. "Creción más lento en 2012 número de
mexicanos conectados a Internet." La Jornada [Mexico City] 17 5 2013,
17. Web. 21 Jun. 2013.
http://www.jornada.unam.mx/2013/05/17/politica/017n3pol

3World Internet Project. Estudio 2012 de hábitos y percepciones de
los mexicanos sobre Internet y diversas tecnologías asociadas.
Mexico City: , 2012. Web. 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/110836917/Estudio-2012-de-habitos-
y-percepciones-de-los-mexicanos-sobre-Internet-y-diversas
-tecnologias-asociadas

4Onofre Sánchez, Julio. "Wifi impulsa Internet en México:comScore.
" El Economista 27 05 2013, n. pag. Web. 24 Jun. 2013. 
http://eleconomista.com.mx/tecnociencia/2013/05/27/wifi-impulsor
-accesos-internet-comscore.

5Arce Barrueta, Hugo. "Comercio electrónico tendrá valor de 12 mil
mdden 2016: Walmart." El Universal 19 06 2013, n. pag. Web. 24 Jun. 2013. 
http://www.eluniversal.com.mx/finanzas/103153.html.
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07.
Peru has the lowest internet access levels in the region at 
37%, even when including internet cabins as well as 
homes.

Of all internet users, 87% spend their time on Facebook. 
This behavior is closely related to the current situation of 
the country where the middle class is growing and is 
eager to show off accomplishments through this platform. 

The entertainment business is reaching unexpected 
heights, and the internet has become one of the main 
sources with almost nine in ten personas of the population 
accessing it on a daily basis.  Of all internet users, 88%1 
have visited an entertainment website. The average visiting 
time was 4 hours, above regional and global numbers.  
Also, “dead times” don’t exist due to these spaces being 
filled with the use of mobile devices.  

Of the digital audience, 60%2 is under the age of 35 and 
they are generating changes and driving an increase in 
online product purchases, which now has reached 47%.
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08.
Web traffic in Puerto Rico has grown year on year. As of 
2013, 48% of our population is online. This year’s growth has 
been the highest so far, at a moment where our economy is 
frail. The majority of the users in Puerto Rico connect via 
mobile devices. More than 62% of the population owns a 
smartphone. Of smartphone users, 64% prefer Iphone and 
28%, Android. Users spent an average of 20 hours online 
per week. We navigate the same pages as the US with the 
exception of some local websites1. 

However, with Social Media we are driven to groups 
pertaining to our language and Puerto Rican peers. Puerto 
Rico was among the top social networking engagement 
countries worldwide2. 

1LQH�LQ�WHQ�XVHUV�DUH�RQ�Facebook. Despite being a small 
island, we love to engage with others and expect to be 
heard. These facts increase the chance of positioning the 
LVODQG�DV�D�OHDGHU�LQ�WHFKQRORJ\�DGRSWHUV��<HW��LQ�RUGHU�WR�
take advantage of this, we need to integrate technology to 
public education in order to really inspire the creation of 
ways that the web could help our economy.
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Of all Venezuelans, 41% have access to the internet. 
These numbers are growing quickly, although internet 
speed still remains low. 

The fact that nearly 91% of internet users are on 
Facebook shows that this is our preferred Social 
1HWZRUN��,I�\RX�DUH�RQ�WKH�LQWHUQHW��LW�LV�KLJKO\�OLNHO\�
that you would have a Facebook account. 

Four in five Venezuelans own a cell phone (90%), and 
61% of internet users have access to the internet 
through a mobile device. This is higher than other 
countries in the region and can be explained by the 
upscale behavior that Venezuelans have traditionally 
shown, and considering that smartphones are a 
seen as symbols of status. Initially, Blackberry was 
the market leader but has lost terrain over  iPhone 
and Android. 

The average time spent online remains low compared 
to other countries and could be explained by the slow 
connection speeds available. 

Online shopping penetration is high compared to 
other countries in the region and could be explained 
by the current product scarcity that forces people to 
search for alternatives on the internet.
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hello. my name is

Brand Intelligence Manager
correo: karen.montecuollo@jwt.com
us
check lister



hello. my name is

Global Director of Brand Intelligence
correo: mark.truss@jwt.com
us
social enthusiast



“WE SHOULD ACKNOWLEDGE DIFFERENCES; WE SHOULD GREET 
DIFFERENCES, UNTIL DIFFERENCE MAKES NO DIFFERENCE ANYMORE."  
DR. ADELA ARTOLA ALLEN

Perhaps it is a sign of the times and the need for heuristic shortcuts, or perhaps 
it is simply the way people intuitively organize their thinking, but the tendency 
to group people across large regional constructs – Latin Americans for 
instance – is both anchored in truth and fraught with peril.  I imagine using a 
telescope to peer into the lives and culture of a region’s people; zooming in 
reveals nuance and uniqueness, while zooming out reveals certain 
homogeneities with vast similarities.  It is often difficult to spot these 
contrasting images, both from an outside perspective as well as from inside.  
Zoom in too far, and you risk missing broader trends.  Zoom out too far, and you 
risk missing the unique local manifestations that marketers need to 
understand as they navigate new markets.

This research was designed to provide a balance of such perspectives.

JWT’s expansive network provides us with a unique ability to not only gather 
data across, within and throughout a region, but then contextualize these data 
with the consult of strategic local experts to generate true regional and local 
understanding.  It has been a fascinating and revealing exploration, zooming in 
and zooming out, understanding what’s happening at a macro LATAM level, as 
well as on the ground, in the trenches.  At JWT, we have a name for this type of 
examination: we call it WorldMade. 

Sprinkled throughout this report are examples of brands who are leveraging 
learning like that included here.  There are by no means the only examples, 
rather ones that we feel well illustrate how to lead through digital.



UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL BEHAVIORS IN LATIN AMERICA

CONTEXT

FIGURE 1: GDP GOWTH FOR LATIN AMERICA VS. WORLD REGIONS GDP GROWTH (ANNUAL %)

While we often hear about the BRIC markets in conversations of economic 
development, we tend to hear less about LATAM (outside of Brazil of course) 
where a number of healthy economies are quietly emerging.  According to the 
Dow Jones & Company’s list of emerging markets, six of the nine we studied 
make the list (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru).1    

In fact, the developing markets of LATAM, while lagging the red hot Chinese and 
Indian markets, have outpaced the United States, the European Union, and the 
world average for GDP growth over the last decade (see Figure 1).

According to the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the 
Caribbean, “Latin America’s solid economic performance since 2003 has created 
the possibility for transforming the state, enabling the adoption of ambitious 
public policies that lock in the prospect of long-term development and mitigate 
short-term risks.”2  

Given the technology demand and engagement we’ve seen in these data, in short, 
LATAM is primed for a technology revolution.

1 Dow Jones, September 2011
2 UN ECLAC and OECD Latin American Economic Outlook, 2012
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THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE

FIGURE 2: MARKET ACCESS AND USE

When we look across the LATAM region, we observe a regional internet penetration level of 43%, a fair measure higher than the global average of 34%.  Yet we see some 
dramatic variation within LATAM,   from a low of 37% in Peru and Mexico – only slightly higher than the global average of 34% - to a high of 66% in Argentina – exceeding 
continental Europe (63%) and trailing only the Oceania/Australia region (68%) and North America (79%).3 Yet interestingly, regardless of the level of internet penetration, 
incidence of daily internet use is remarkably similar across LATAM markets: roughly 9-in-10 (see Figure 2).  One’s first thought when seeing these data might be “If you build 
it, they will come.”  And while there’s a certain element of truth to this pop culture axiom as it applies to the internet in LATAM, it is far from an absolute truth. 

3 World Internet Stats

SOURCE: JWT SONAR AND * WORLD INTERNET STATS
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BROADBAND
INFRASTRUCTURE
/CONNECTION SPEEDS: 

Across the markets we studied, patterns of barriers to 
internet adoption as well as patterns of triggers 
clearly emerged.  Interesting to us was what serves as 
a barrier in one market, serves as a trigger in another, 
and vice versa.  They are issues are related to both the 
public and private sector, and manifest at both the 
micro and macro levels. These barriers and triggers 
can be broadly grouped as follows:

In many markets, broadband coverage and connection speeds are still very 
limited. Brazil, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela experience the frustration of 
slow internet connections.  For example, in Brazil, while broadband 
connections reach 39% of households, connection speeds are 2/3 that of the 
global average.  And in Ecuador, attempting to log on at 6:00 PM is almost not 
worth the effort given the limited bandwidth, unable to handle the peaking 
levels of internet traffic.  

By contrast, Argentina’s broadband is growing quickly, expected to reach 36% 
of internet homes over the next two years, and enjoys especially quick connect 
speeds, especially in urban areas. 

Mobile connections aren’t much better across the region with 3G service 
universally poor and unreliable and 4G connections non-existent, for the most 
part.

Internet access and technology costs differ significantly in Latin America. Chile 
and Argentina are the only markets with robust and competitive private 
markets and as a result, lower costs.  In places like Puerto Rico, on the other 
hand, costs can be as high as US$38 for 1 MBPS compared with just US$9 in 
Argentina and US$11 in Chile.  And in Ecuador, the duopoly of Claro and 
Telefonica prevent start-up competition from offering lower cost services. 
In Brazil, smartphone prices have fallen recently, 20% in the last 6 months 
alone, though are still propped up above regional averages due to high tax 
rates on technology products and services. Data plan prices also remain an 
issue, being among the highest in the region.  Costs have increased 25% over 
the past 3 years, and continue to increase. 
Hardware costs are another issue, and are uneven across the region (see 
Figure 3).  Venezuela (on the high end, especially for laptops and tablets) and 
Colombia (on the low end) are the outliers in hardware costs. [JUANITA: Can 
we ask Venezuela why their hardware costs are so high?] driven by (blah blah 
in Venezuela) and government initiatives in Colombia.

HARDWARE 
ACCESS AND 
COSTS: 

ß�%URDGEDQG�LQIUDVWUXFWXUH
ß�&RQQHFWLRQ�VSHHGV
ß�+DUGZDUH�DFFHVV�DQG�FRVW
ß�*RYHUQPHQW�LQYHVWPHQW
ß�8UEDQL]DWLRQ�DQG�JHRJUDSKLF�GLVSHUVLRQ
ß�(FRQRPLF�KHDOWK�/HWØV�WDNH�D�ORRN�DW�WKHVH�EDUULHUV�DQG�GULYHUV�



IN U.S. DOLLARS (SEPTEMBER 2013 PRICES)
SPECIFICATIONES:
MACBOOK AIR: 4GB RAM 128 GB FLASH 11.6"
IPAD MINI: 16GB WI-FI
IPHONE 5: 4G 8MP 16GB

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE OF HARDWARE COSTS ACROSS THE REGION
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An interesting finding from this exploration is the role of government in 
spurring or inhibiting growth tech adoption.  The most successful example 
of government investment is the “Live Digital” initiative in Colombia - a 
four-year government-sponsored technology program which aims to 
inject a technological charge into Colombia through the ‘massification’ of 
the Internet and the development of the national digital ecosystem.  
Their goal is to quadruple the number of connections and develop a 
robust digital ecosystem that will benefit both private sector enterprises 
and citizens.  Colombia’s government has also been very active in 
training small and medium enterprises about internet usage and apps, 
and has implemented a fiber optic initiative which will thrust Colombia 
into the regional forefront of broadband connectivity.

Puerto Rico has initiated several government projects, both at the local 
and federal level, with the goal of making the internet accessible to 
broader swaths of Puerto Rican residents. These include:

Universal Service Fund, which provides subsidies on telecommunications 
services - fixed or mobile - to qualifying individuals through the Lifeline 
Program (originated at the U.S. federal level by the FCC and 
implemented locally by the JRT (Puerto Rico's telecommunications 
regulator).

JRT Internet Access Centers & Wi-Fi Zones, which is a joint effort 
between the JRT and the Government of Puerto Rico to provide free 
access to the Internet throughout the island at internet centers 
equipped, as well as free Wi-Fi areas covering 40% of Puerto Rico’s 
municipalities.

Puerto Rico Broadband Taskforce / Connect Puerto Rico, a US 
Department of Commerce initiative, with funds provided by the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), which 
promotes broadband internet access, adoption and encourages use, with 
the ultimate objective of promoting Puerto Rico’s digital future.

More subtle and less-direct efforts are seen in markets like Venezuela, 
who over the last 5 years doubled at-home internet 

penetration (to 42%) with the nationalization of CANTV (one of the first telephone 
service enterprises in Venezuela).

More subtle and less-direct efforts are seen in markets like Venezuela, who over 
the last 5 years doubled at-home internet penetration (to 42%) with the 
nationalization of CANTV (one of the first telephone service enterprises in 
Venezuela).

Some governments, on the other hand, maintains policies and initiatives which 
seem to working against each other, both attempting to accelerate digital 
adoption, while also throttling it back.  The government of Ecuador, for example, 
subsidizes the cost of mobile phone for low income citizens, and recently 
distributed free tablets to the graduating class of 2014 in Guayaquil, yet their 
international trade policies maintain strict import quotas on mobile phone and 
tablets (among others goods), 

choking supply while demand is high.  This of course leads to artificially higher 
prices for technology products, and creating a black market for gear purchased 
overseas and smuggled into the country.

Similarly, the Argentine government initiated a project called “Connect Equality“ 
-also known as “Netbooks for Everyone“ - which handed about 4 million netbooks 
to citizens from lower socio-economic classes, designed to achieve a better 
integration of all social classes to the digital world.  At the same time, the 
government has been slow to decide what to do with available and unused 3G 
spectrum, now in the hands of the state company Arsat (Argentina Satelital), 
creating bottlenecks with the current available spectrum.

High profile world events are also applying pressure on governments to act.  The 
Brazilian government, working against a tight timeline for the World Cup in June 
2014, has committed to improving broadband penetration in time for the games.   
While greeted with approval among users, experts are skeptical as to whether or 
not this can be achieved.

GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT: 
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URBANIZATION AND GEOGRAPHIC DISPERSION:

NORTH BAJIO CENTER SOUTH

FIGURE 4: MEXICAN GEOGRAPHY BY INTERNET

% OF MEXICAN POPULATION WHO HAVE HAD ANY EXPERIENCE WITH THE INTERNET

SOURCE: ANIMAL POLITCO, 2013

Uneven geographic distribution of a country’s population is another key factor in internet adoption rates.  As might be expected, urban areas tend to have much higher 
penetration rates than more rural ones, due to better infrastructure, education and income levels.  For example, Peru’s population is highly concentrated in rural areas where 
internet access doesn’t yet exist.  If fact, Peruvians in these rural areas even lack access to older technologies, with many lacking access to TV.  Conversely, Argentina benefits 
from 90% of the population living in urban settings.

In Mexico, internet penetration is very uneven by geography (see Figure 4).  Provinces such as Pichincha and Guayas have very high rates of internet access (46% and 44% 
respectively), while other provinces - with large populations, such as Manabi and Los Rios  - have relatively low penetration levels (24% and 28% respectively).  And in more rural 
areas, the penetration is as low as 18% - of course dragging down the national average.
We see similar, though even more dramatic dynamics, in Venezuela.  Certain states (such as Distrito Capital and Miranda) have extremely high (93%) internet penetration - higher 
penetration than nearly all of the world’s most developed markets - while other states have penetration levels more similar to underdeveloped world regions like Africa (16% 
average).  Underinvestment (public and private) and lower household incomes in these regions are to blame

61% 47%63% 35%



ECONOMY: 
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FIGURE 5: MEXICAN BY INTERNET PENETRATION BY

% OF INTERNET USERS WITHIN AN SEL
WORLD INTERNET PROJECT

IN GENERAL, ACROSS LATAM, THERE IS A STRONG SENSE OF OPTIMISM AND GLEEFUL EXPECTATION, 
BOTH FOR ECONOMIC PROSPERITY, AS WELL AS THE TECHNOLOGICAL BENEFITS THAT WILL BRING.

As would be expected, the overall economic health of a market plays no small role in 
the technological advancement of its society, from government investment 
initiatives and private sector infrastructure development to the ability of citizens to 
afford tech goods and services. The struggling economies of Puerto Rico (42% of 
households have an annual income of less than US$15,000 with more than one-third 
of the population receiving food stamps provided by the United States) and Venezuela 
(the annual inflation rate in Caracas is currently about 43% and poor families spend 
more than 50% of their income on food) have played a significant role in hindering 
internet expansion there.  
On the other side, shifting socio-economic classes are contributing to technological 
growth.  

In Venezuela, 80% of the population belongs to the lowest socio-economic classes 
(DE). While this is a drag on Venezuela’s technological progress, it also represents 
great opportunity given 

the enormous size of this market, and the general upward socioeconomic 
trend.According to the Boston Consulting Group, “While the decade from 2000 to 
2010 in Brazil was marked by the ascent of millions of households out of poverty, the 
current decade will be characterized by a massive shift into the ranks of the middle 
class and affluent.  Some 5.3 million households will rise from the restricted to the 
emergent middle-class segment.  An additional 1.6 million and 1.9 million will enjoy 
established middle-class and affluent lifestyles, respectively.  Families in the 
emergent, established, and affluent segments will make up 37 percent of Brazilian 
households by 2020, compared with 29 percent in 2010 and just 24 percent in 2000.  
These households will account for more than 85 percent of incremental spending 
from 2010 to 2020.” 

And in Mexico, we see the increased buying power of the lower middle-class 
enabling them to catch up to their fellow citizens in joining the technology age (see 
Figure 5). 

33%

23%
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SOURCE: JWT SONAR 

As more and more users come online across the region, brands must strengthen 
their efforts to connect with them with more strategic-minded efforts.  It will 
become increasingly important to develop digital communication alternatives that 
take into consideration the differing need states, drivers, experience level and 
expectations of these new users. 

As an illustrative case, understanding that many Chileans didn’t understand the 
technical specifics of home internet plans, telecom company Movistar launched a 
campaign to communicate their plans in a new and simple way.  Utilizing familiar 
clothing size codes - S, M, L, XL - to represent their offering, and stereotyping each 

offer with a different character, the company was able to adapt their services to the 
different needs and drivers of the diverse Chileans digital consumers.

Given the details of these barriers to adoption, one might come away with the sense 
that Latin America is relatively “internet immature”.  It is not.  Across the region, 
more than 80% of users have been engaging with the internet for at least 5 years, 
and more than half for at least 10 years.  In fact, LATAM’s internet experience tenure 
looks more like North America, Europe and developed Asia than it does like the rest 
of the world. (see Figures 6 and 7)
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SOURCE: JWT SONAR AND TNS DIGITAL LIFE (2012)

FIGURE 7: YEARS ONLINE RELATIVE 
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THE ENABLING TECHNOLOGY. 

SOURCE: JWT SONAR 

When it comes to how Latin Americans access 
the internet, PC engagement at home dominates, 
although among those with mobile access, 
usage is significant (see Figure 8).

FIGURE 8: DEVICES USED TO ACCESS THE INTERNET (LATAM)
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SOURCE: YANKKE GROUP, "MOBILE BROADBAND FORECAST," MARCH 2013 AS CITED IN COMPANY BLOG, APRIL 29, 2013

In fact, most future growth in the region is expected to come through 
mobile devices, as infrastructure improves and device prices come 
down.  According to recent research from market research company 
Ovum, smartphone penetration in South and Central America grew by 
170% between 2010 and 2012 to 34%, and is forecast to hit 84% by 2017.  
eMarketer data from the Yankee Group (see Figure 9) shows the 
number of mobile connections in LATAM already exceeding the 
population size, with 1.19 mobile devices per capita.  And given the low 
penetration among rural and people from low socioeconomic levels, 
it suggests a fair degree of multiple device ownership among the 
rest of the population.

In many markets-like Chile, Peru, and Venezuela-smartphone ownership 
is highly aspirational, and smartphone ownership is viewed as 
fashionable. This represents an opportunity for marketers, especially 
those in categories seeking to strengthen their credibility with the 
youth market, or those looking to establish themselves as being 
“on-trend” (e.g., cars, technology, fashion, entertainment, spirits, 
etc.), to connect with these consumers in new ways.  This is an 
opportunity to demonstrate that you are part of the future, 
empowering consumers by showing them that being part of your 
brand is building their status in the eyes of others.

FIGURE 9: LATAM MOBILE CONNECTION
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For example, earlier this year, the telecom company Movistar launched a campaign targeting young and trendy 
consumers to promote its new fiber-optic high-speed Internet service.  To communicate a cool and hip image, the 
campaign chose Ignacio Franzani, a well-known “hipster” Chilean celebrity, to star as the “voice of a new generation”.  
In the ad, he talks about concepts such as freedom, revolution and non-conformity, all surrounded by visual codes 
related to the fashion category and urban teens and adults who represent this new sensibility.  
(See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D78qYKTJk1M)
As mobile access continues to grow it will become even more essential for brands to seriously consider the impact of 
mobile as a platform and generate content that is especially tailored to the small screen for the on-the-go, 
time-crunched Latin American  consumer.  Nowadays, just being on the web isn’t enough.  Brands have to have assets 
that work across platforms:  PC, smartphones, and, tablets.  While this of course meets the needs of your consumer, 
being platform-expansive also delivers streams of valuable information back to you, helping you in your understanding 
of your consumers’ geo-location, purchase habits, preferences and lifestyle. 

A successful example of cross platform integration in LATAM comes from Heineken in Puerto Rico, where they 
implemented a digital effort that encourage users to engage with the brand by offering them the opportunity to express 
their inner creative self through different, out-of-the-box, yet simple engagements. The platforms provide consumers 
space to express their opinions and provide feedback while rewarding them with cash, beer, and premium products. All 
of these online interactions can be experienced through mobile, social media, and desktop platforms. Importantly, every 
aspect of the digital campaign across all platforms (and offline backup support) carries the same message and 
user-friendly interfaces.

Chevrolet in Mexico.  Chevrolet capitalized on the increase in mobile usage among Mexicans through the recent launch 
of their ‘My Chevrolet App’, which offers users the ability to schedule a maintenance service appointment and view their 
car instruction manual.  They further optimized the mobile experience by providing utility within the app to keep track 
of both where your parked your car and determine how much time is left in the parking meter.



being the innovator of internet cabins. They were born 
as a model of community access, allowing internet 
access to anyone, without restriction. 

In 2012, as part of the “Human Bogotá” program, the 
local authorities in Bogotá, Colombia implemented free 
Wi-Fi in many dense portions of the city, and have 
pledged to implement at least 30 more access nodes in 
the near future.
Wi-Fi is such a crucial aspect to daily digital life in 
Brazil that “Wi-Fi Stealing” has become the latest 
trend, where Brazilians stand outside locations where 
Wi-Fi is offered for free to guests, clients, and visitors, 
(hotels, offices, salons, etc.) and “steal” their access to 
the internet.  Password sharing apps - such as Mandic 
Magic - are also an increasingly popular way to browse 
the internet for free.  

This dependence on Wi-Fi, especially among the youth 
and emerging user class, creates marketing and 
branding opportunities, both in terms of sponsorships 
and promotions in cybers and internet cabins, as well 
as helping users get online through free Wi-Fi, perhaps 
in exchange for consumer engagement. 

One successful example of this is Berocca, a vitamin tablet, which developed a strategy aimed at reaching a younger 
target by offering free Wi-Fi in restaurants and coffee shops in Venezuela. To access the Wi-Fi password, users had 
to answer a question, in less than one minute.  The campaign strategy was to prove that Berocca helps you think 
smarter and act faster, rewarding you for being a ‘Berocca mind’. 
(See: http://vimeo.com/69022470)

It is difficult to over-emphasize the importance of Wi-Fi 
in most Latin American markets.  Due largely to the 
unreliable service (Due to slow 3G connection speeds 
in Argentina, only 20% of mobile internet access comes 
via 3G connection with the balance (80%) coming via 
Wi-Fi) and limited geographic reach of 3G networks, 
many users prefer to connect through Wi-Fi hotpots 
which are, in many markets, becoming more widely 
available, often for free or at a low cost.

In Ecuador, low-cost “cybers” rent hardware and 
provide Wi-Fi access to users, solving two problems at 
once.  Cybers are popular and prevalent, largely 
because Wi-Fi hot spots and stores offering service are 
limited.  Cybers are often strategically located nearby 
governmental offices or universities – areas with heavy 
traffic.  The Ecuadorian government recently 
implemented cyber-buses; basically buses located in 
low income neighborhoods where the community can 
have access to the internet and learn how to use a 
computer.

Internet cabins are a cultural norm in Peru, partly due, 
of course, to access fees that are significantly less 
expensive than purchasing internet access for your 
home, and partly due to Peru 

Barriers notwithstanding, digital access has transformed lif e in Latin America (see Figure 10).  With a mix of utility and 
exploration, more than half of users in all markets admit that the internet has changed their life.  It is interesting to note 
that there doesn’t appear to be a correlation between internet penetration and users experiencing the transformative 
impact of digital life.  This suggests that regardless of in which market one is marketing, a committed emphasis on 
digital is essential.  
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FIGURE 10: INTERNET’S IMPACT
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Latin Americans are hungry for more quality engagements via digital platforms. 
Brands need to create meaningful engagements; two-way conversations with users 
so they can exchange valuable information that can help brands connect on a deeper 
level. 

Amnesty International illustrates a successful use case of digital engagement.  
Along with JWT Venezuela, Amnesty International created a campaign that 
brought the reality of human rights violations closer to home for Facebook 
users around the world. Through its web application, 
IFYOURFRIENDSWERE.COM, users were able to predict the human rights 
violations that their Facebook friends could suffer in their country based on 
statistics published by Amnesty International.  The results:  People from 63 
different countries used the application, and participation in Amnesty´s Annual 
‘Write-a-Thon’ increased by 8%, and Amnesty International’s Facebook fan 
base grew by 9%. Users spent an average of 16 minutes with the application 
comparing the statistics of their countries with the ones of other nations. 
To summarize the macro view of digital adoption in Latin America, while there 
are many common themes across the markets we studied, there are also 
distinct differences. Figure 11 shows these markets along a continuum of usage 
versus desire.  This summary suggests there are more differences than 
similarities, and they’re unrelated to penetration, rather driven by a multitude 
of factors, most often, based on our analysis, by culture. 
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FIGURE 11: JWT DIGITAL AFFINITY MATRIX
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DIGITAL ACTIVITIES
-SO WHAT ARE 
PEOPLE DOING 
ONLINE?
“THE LAYERS OF MULTITASKING CAN RUN VERY
DEEPLY IN OUR DAILY LIVES.” - MITCH THROWER

An interesting finding from this exploration is the role of government in 
spurring or inhibiting growth tech adoption.  The most successful example of 
government investment is the “Live Digital” initiative in Colombia - a four-year 
government-sponsored technology program which aims to inject a 
technological charge into Colombia through the ‘massification’ of the Internet 
and the development of the national digital ecosystem.  Their goal is to 
quadruple the number of connections and develop a robust digital ecosystem 
that will benefit both private sector enterprises and citizens.  Colombia’s 
government has also been very active in training small and medium 
enterprises about internet usage and apps, and has implemented a fiber optic 
initiative which will thrust Colombia into the regional forefront of broadband 
connectivity.
Puerto Rico has initiated several government projects, both at the local and 
federal level, with the goal of making the internet accessible to broader 
swaths of Puerto Rican residents. These include:

Universal Service Fund, which provides subsidies on telecommunications 
services - fixed or mobile - to qualifying individuals through the Lifeline 
Program (originated at the U.S. federal level by the FCC and implemented 
locally by the JRT (Puerto Rico's telecommunications regulator).

JRT Internet Access Centers & Wi-Fi Zones, which is a joint effort between the 
JRT and the Government of Puerto Rico to provide free access to the Internet 
throughout the island at internet centers equipped, as well as free Wi-Fi 
areas covering 40% of Puerto Rico’s municipalities.

Puerto Rico Broadband Taskforce / Connect Puerto Rico, a US Department of 
Commerce initiative, with funds provided by the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), which promotes 
broadband internet access, adoption and encourages use, with the ultimate 
objective of promoting Puerto Rico’s digital future.

More subtle and less-direct efforts are seen in markets like Venezuela, who 
over the last 5 years doubled at-home internet. 
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FIGURE 12: ACTIVITIES TYPICALLY DOING WHILE ON THE INTERNET (LATAM)
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Some companies have already begun to capitalize on this trend. 
TWEEV is an app developed in Venezuela that works as a second 
screen allowing users to log in with their Twitter account and comment 
about their favorites programs as well as interact with others users 
and see their comments on different TV shows. There is an opportunity 
for marketer to utilize this platform to develop campaigns that 
integrate a brand’s product and consumers’ favorite TV shows.  The 
tool also offers performance analytics for assisting in ROI 
measurement. 

Latin Americans are also using social networks (their new passion) to 
share their football (the age-old passion): They celebrate goals and 
taunt their opponents’ fans online, generating discussions and jokes.  
In Argentina, the last match between Boca and River generated over a 
quarter of a million tweets and re-tweets, among over 150,000 users. 
In some markets, particularly Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Venezuela, 
digital multitasking is also used as a mechanism to de-stress.  Daily 
life in these markets is hard, a repetitive grind.  On a daily basis, 
consumers experience what some describe as a state of chaos, and 
nearly all the time, especially in the major cities: traffic jams, safety 
concerns, overpopulation, inefficient transportation systems, and long 
working hours drive this.  These all cause high levels of stress.  Adding 
to the pressure is the sense of wasted time Just moving around

within a city generates stress. And because so much time is wasted, 
time becomes a rare and valuable commodity for Latin American: 
they can get angry and frustrated when things waste their time. As 
the adage goes: “Time is money”.  In these markets, multitasking is 
more of a necessary coping mechanism, than a manifestation of 
entertainment driven engagement.

And while a number of the examples presented here suggest that 
engagement online is largely a frivolous, entertainment-driven 
endeavor, the data suggests otherwise (see Figure 13).  Latin 
Americans have experience across a wide spectrum of digital 
activities, some frivolous, indeed, but many with utilitarian goals.  
While the numbers for digital activity trial are surprisingly high – the 
vast majority having many diverse experiences online – the really 
surprising numbers are the daily usage ones.  Music, academic 
pursuits, news, sports, weather, gaming, exploring, job searching – 
all being done daily by large numbers of users.  10% engaging in 
online dating daily, and 18% engaging in online activism, every day!  
Active communication via e-mail (84%) and social networking (76%) 
dominate the daily routine.  Why? Latin Americans find comfort in the 
utility of these tools to easily connect with others.  According to our 
research:

THE INTERNET HAS MADE 

COMMUNICATING WITH OTHERS 

EASIER AND MORE EFFICIENT

THE INTERNET ALLOWS ME TO 

CONNECT WITH PEOPLE I WOULDN’T 

BE ABLE TO IN THE OFFLINE WORLD

ONE OF THE THINGS I LIKE MOST 

ABOUT THE INTERNET IS THAT PEOPLE 

CAN CONTACT ME DAY OR NIGHT

87%87% 78%78% 77%77%
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FIGURE 13: DIGITAL ACTIVITIES (LATAM)

HOW OFTEN, IF EVER, DO YOU ACCESS THE INTERNET TO DO EACH OF THE FOLLOWING?

DAILY EVER

Q

84%    99%

EMAIL

76%   96%

SOCIAL 

NETWORKING

48%   96%

GENERAL SEARCH

57%   94%

NEWS, SPORTS,

WEATHER

47%   93%

MULTI-MEDIA

ACTIVITIES

45%    92%

PERSONAL

INTEREST OR

HOBBIES

53%   92%

LISTEN TO 

MUSIC

30%   90%

PRE-PURCHASE

RESEARCH/

BROWSING

23%   84%

DOWNLOAD 

MUSIC

25%   84%

PERSONAL 

ADMIN TASKS

33%    81%

ACADEMIC

ACTIVITIES

11%   75%

SHOPPING

30%   73%

ONLINE GAMING

18%   57%

TAKING PARTIN 

SOCIAL

ACTIVISM

10%   32%

ONLINE

DATING



While email and social networking are the most dominate digital 
activities across LATAM, there are fairly significant local variations 
in daily internet activities in each market, due to various social, 
economic, and political trends. For example:

Checking the news, sports, and weather is a particularly prevalent 
activity in Argentina with more than three quarters doing so each 
day. This is largely driven by a thirst for news. The economic situation 
In Argentina is continually changing, affecting currency values, debt, 
unemployment, corruption, government disagreements, etc. This 
changing environment creates a sense of instability among 
Argentinians and has made people keenly aware of the latest news, 
needing the information to help them determine how to navigate 
their world when they wake up the next morning.

Checking the news, sports, and weather is a particularly prevalent 
activity in Argentina with more than three quarters doing so each 
day. This is largely driven by a thirst for news. The economic situation 
In Argentina is continually changing, affecting currency values, debt, 
unemployment, corruption, government disagreements, etc. This 
changing environment creates a sense of instability among 
Argentinians and has made people keenly aware of the latest news, 
needing the information to help them determine how to navigate 
their world when they wake up the next morning.

As a result of their unique ties to the United States, online gaming 
activities are more popular in Puerto Rico than in other markets.  
These ties have helped create a more developed gaming market 
which gives Puerto Ricans more immediate access to new gaming 
technology and products as launch dates in Puerto Rico tend to 
mirror those in the U.S., rather than the later release dates 
experienced by the rest of LATAM.  And, more so than other LATAM 
markets, Puerto Rico is largely bilingual, aiding the gaming trend 
given that many of the U.S. originated games are only available in 
English. 

NEWS, SPORTS,
WEATHER: 

ACADEMIC
ACTIVITIES:

ONLINE
GAMING:

Online users in Peru over index on the more functional, task-based 
activities when compared to other Latin Americans (e.g., search, 
academic/networking, pre-purchase research, and personal tasks).  
Jeffrey Henning, founder of the marketing research company Vovici, 
has said, “…the web has evolved from a library to a mall to a public 
square.”  Peruvians have yet to actualize this progression and still 
see the web primarily as a source of knowledge, to be used to 
answer questions and solve information problems. 
More consumption than creation

While Latin America are voracious consumers of online 
content—watching videos and downloading music in high 
proportions—a much smaller proportion are actually creating 
original content (see Figure 14).

FUNCTIONAL
TASKS:
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FIGURE 14: ENGAGING AND CREATING CONTENT ONLINE (LATAM) 

WE’D NOW LIKE TO LEARN A LITTLE MORE ABOUT HOW YOU EXPRESS YOUR OPINIONS ONLINE. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES HAVE YOU DONE IN THE PAST MONTH?

AND NOW WE’D LIKE TO KNOW HOW YOU CONSUME CONTENT ONLINE. PLEASE TELL US WHICH OF THESE ACTIVITIES YOU’VE DONE THE PAST MONTH

watch / download videos
/ listen to audio content

stream radio or radio 
content

download music or other 
audio content

67%

upload a video or other 
audio content you created

34%58%

listen to podcasts

Read blogs

38% 35%

comment on someone
else's blog

30%

read online forums or 
discussion groups

29%

write articles or stories
and post them to a website

24%

publish or
update a blog

19%

contribute to an online
forums or duscussion groups

18%

14%
contribute or edit
articles in a wiki

8%

Use an RSS feeder

7%

Q



Streaming content online—be it TV shows or radio—is a growing 
space, and an important one for marketers to keep their eye on, 
especially in Mexico and Puerto Rico: 

In Mexico, streaming and downloading are quickly replacing 
traditional TV.  15 years ago, Mexicans were forced to wait at least 6 
months to listen to international artists or see a foreign TV show or 
movie. Street markets filled the gap by providing Mexicans with the 
latest international hits at a low cost, or someone who visited the 
United States would bring back the latest selections for their friends.   
For internet users today, however,  movies and music are delivered 
on demand for roughly 100 pesos a month (US$7.68), for unlimited 
content.  In the last 6 months, more than 6 streaming services, from 
Netflix, Walmart´s Vudu and Telemex´s Claro Video  have launched 
in the market with both international and domestic offerings.  As 
result, 78% of Mexicans use a computer to view TV content - spending 
twice the amount of time online than they do on open TV. (Source: 
CNN)

Streaming radio is particularly common in Puerto Rico.  While it may 
sound trite and stereotypical, Puerto Ricans love music.  It’s an 
important part of their culture. Music brightens their day and makes 
them feel good - even in chaotic times.  And since Puerto Ricans are 
almost always connected to the Internet, this connection between 
music and the web is a natural one.  In fact, Pandora Internet Radio 
alone has over 500,000 registered users in Puerto Rico – more than 
one-in-four Puerto Ricans with internet access.  Puerto Ricans tend 
to connect to Pandora on their mobile devices while commuting to 
work and while at work (through both mobile and desktop devices). 
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FIGURE 15: VALUE EXCHANGE (LATAM)

IMAGINE FOR A MOMENT THAT YOUR FAVORITE FREE WEBSITE BEGAN CHARGING YOU TO ACCESS THEIR CONTENT: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING , IF ANY, WOULD YOU BE WILLING 

TO DO TO CONTINUE ACCESSING THE WEBSITE?Q

VIEW AN ADVERTISEMENT COMMENT ON AN 

ARTICLE,VIDEO, ETC.

SHARE AN ARTICLE, VIDEO, ETC 

WITH MY SOCIAL NETWORK

40% 35% 33%

14% 13% 27%
PAY A SMALL FEE PROVIDE YOUR 

PERSONAL INFORMATION

NONE OF THESE - I WOULD STOP

VISITING THE WEBSITE
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HOW MUCH DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH OF THE FOLLOWING?

FIGURE 16: DIGITAL ANXIETIES (LATAM)

I WORRY ABOUT WHAT
INTERNET COMPANIES
DO WITH MY PERSONAL
INFORMATION ONLINE

I WORRY ABOUT 
INADVERTENTLY SHARING 
TOO MUCH PERSOANL 
INFORMATION ONLINE

Brazilians, the least likely to participate in any form of value 
exchange, display a cultural predisposition to “gaming the system”.   
They call it “The Jeitinho Brasileiro”, or, the Brazilian way of 
“making it happen”.  The “Jeitinho” is a unique cultural 
phenomenon which manifests in how Brazilians deal with nearly all 
aspects of their daily lives, from problem solving to social 
interactions, which invokes the creativity of people to overcome 
adversity.  The probable origin of this phenomenon is likely the 
scarcity that many Brazilians face in many sectors:  healthcare, 
education, telecom and just infrastructure in general.   Jeitinho is 
positive.  But sometimes - when it doesn't cause direct harm to 
others - Brazilians find non-conventional - sometimes illegal - ways 
to gain an advantage.  As a result, piracy has become an issue in 
Brazil. From music, movies and pay TV, to cosmetics, Brazilians 
invoke the “Jeitinho” to obtain products and services.  Thus, when it 
comes to paying for or having to share personal information for 
content online - especially for things which Brazilians are used to 
having for free – they will try to find a way around it. However, while 
Brazilians may be the least willing to exchange for value online, if 
that service comes as a cheaper alternative to another more 
expensive one, it will likely be well received.  In Brazil, thought 
needs to be put into the online value exchange equation in order to 
understand just how much value is being offered for the ask.  For 
example, Brazilians are willing to pay $8 (USD) a month for Netflix in 
addition to their Pay TV packages.  So far it’s not a replacement for 
TV, but time will tell. 

So why do we think so few Latin Americans are willing to pay for or 
provide personal information in exchange for content?  Throughout 
LATAM, digital anxieties run high.  Eight-in-ten express concerns 
about what companies online are doing with their personal 
information (see Figure 16).  Where does this fear come from?  
Cyber-crime.  

83

80

Q
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SOCIAL
NETWORKING
“YOU ARE WHAT YOU SHARE.” - CHARLES LEADBEATER

This is especially pronounced in Mexico and Puerto Rico.

A stunning 80% of Mexicans report having been a victim of a cyber-crime.  And it’s only getting worse.  
Cyber-crimes in Mexico increased 40% over the last year alone, according to a survey by Symantec.  
Only China and South Africa have higher rates.  
As Puerto Rican internet use has soared over the past few years, so have cyber-crimes such as identity 
and data theft.  In 2010, 75% of these cyber-crimes are predatory crimes against children and women. 

While a daunting problem, there is also an opportunity here for brands that rely on digital platforms to 
address Latin Americans’ digital insecurities head-on through education and information. Being 
transparent in addressing the issue can help develop a stronger relationship with customers.

As in many parts of the world, Facebook is the king of social 
networking in Latin America, with nine-in-ten connecting 
every day.  Twitter and Google+ follow as distant second and 
third (see Figure 17).  And they’re not just checking in on 
their friends’ status updates, rather they tend to be exhibit 
extremely active behavior; three-quarters “like” posts or 
articles or comment on other people’s pages regularly,  and 
more than half post their own updates and share articles.

For example, Banco Popular in Puerto Rico develops specific initiatives to help convert and drive 
non-digital customers to their digital services and platforms through education, and maintaining a 
leadership technology position.  Despite the high awareness and concern of cyber-crime, today, Banco 
Popular’s website is one of the most visited online platforms in Puerto Rico.
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FIGURE 17: SOCIAL NETWORK USAGE (LATAM)

LATAM’s engagement in social media, as in other parts of the world, doesn’t seem 
to be a passing fancy; more than four-in-ten users express that they’re feel 
addicted to social networks.  Not surprisingly, the youth of LATAM are even more 
likely to express this sentiment; more than half.  Why?  Pre-social networks, it was 
a time-honored way of life to personally visit or call friends to stay in touch, a 
personal interaction that held high value in Latin culture.  With the advent of social 
media, there has been a marked macro shift away from these traditional methods 
of contact.  Many, especially the youth, have lost – more accurately, abandoned - 
this tradition, instead relying on social media and text messages. 

For many, it is sufficient for them to simply check-in online with what their friends 
are doing to stay updated about their lives.
As a result, Latin Americans have now created a bifurcated circle of friends - two 
distinct pools; ones with whom they interact via digital only, and ones with whom 
they interact both digitally and through live interactions.  The result of this 
phenomenon is that it brings the close closer, though still allows one to maintain a 
basic understanding of the events happening to acquaintances with whom they are 
willing to maintain a “less close” relationship.

Insta

89% 46% 37% 21% 16% 14% 14% 9% 7% 7%

239%

103%

63%

75%
75%

96%

175%

91%

73%

112%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WEBSITES DO YOU VISIT AT LEAST MONTHLY

/ HOW MANY FRIENDS/CONNECTIONS DO YOU HAVE ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SOCIAL NETWORKS?  Q
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NETWORKING:

This trend especially pronounced among the youth segment in Chile, where Facebook and WhatsApp texting have become 
the young person’s primary and most effective way of communicating with friends.  In fact, getting these social tools is 
often a primary driver in getting young Chileans to purchase a smartphones with mobile internet capability.  And noticing 
this trend, telecom marketers make this connection benefit a primary feature of mobile internet plans targeted to youth.  
If a young Chilean is offline for a day or so, they experience more than just discomfort, rather they feel that they have 
completely lost touch with their social circles.  

They become overwhelmed by FOMO (Fear of Missing Out), assuming they are being left out of important conversations 
or events, and worse, feeling helpless to do anything about it.

But as we’ve seen with other dimensions of the digital world in LATAM, there are also a number of more localized, micro 
trends driving consumers to social media in the region.

Smart brand marketers with their finger on the pulse of Argentine youth have already begun to capitalize on this.  
Movistar, and later Doritos, created Facebook apps in which people could indicate with which of their friends they would 
like to have a date.  If the opinion from the other person matched, both were contacted by a message which gave them a 
possible time and date for getting together.  Creative leveraging of culture such as this can endear brands to their 
consumers.

More so than in other Latin markets, Mexicans also use social media as a professional tool.  80% of companies in Mexico 
indicate that they are using traditional social networks such as Facebook or Twitter (that is, not ones designed for 
professional networking), to search for potential job applicants. The practice is so prevalent that services such as TwiCVer 
have sprung up, offering users assistance in writing their CV in 10 tweets or less. 

Argentinean and Mexican consumers are on social media looking for love:

- Nearly half (45%) of Argentineans admit that they’ve used social networks to look for a partner.

- 69% of Argentineans find flirting online easier than in person.

- And hope spring eternal in Argentina, as a full 60% believe they will find the love of their lives online.

- Many Mexicans see social media as digital peacock feathers; four-in-ten admit to using social networks to increase    
   their appeal to future lovers.



Consumers, especially in Mexico and Venezuela, turn to social media 
(particularly Twitter) for an unbiased view of news and current events, a 
crowd-sourced view, if you will:
Information delivered through traditional mass media in Venezuela is 
limited, and there’s a sense among many people, especially the young, 
that the information they do receive is often biased by the government who 
maintains a high degree of control over content and it’s editorial slant. At 
the same time, Venezuelans have a strong desire to be well informed 
about current events in their country and around the world.  Twitter 
addresses both of these issues head-on by aggregating unbiased (or 
perceived to be less biased) news and information from multiple 
resources, in real time, offering consumers the latest news.

A media duopoly with strong political ties, a high level of corruption, and 
drug cartels placing prices on the heads of journalists have lead Reporters 
Without Borders to name Mexico as one of the most dangerous places for 
journalists.  As a result, Twitter and YouTube played a significant role 
during the last election cycle in Mexico.  Users flocked to these digital 
platforms to mobilize protests for media transparency, among other 
things. The movement began with a YouTube video and a hash tag #yosoy 
132 
(see: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7XbocXsFkI).
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On average, adults in Latin America have over 200 connections on Facebook, well above 
the global average of 119.4 A large majority (70%), however, admit that there are some 
people in their social network that they don’t know very well.  In fact, most speak with 
less than 20% of their social network on a regular basis (see Figure 18).  Why?  
Obviously, the barrier to adding connections on social media is low, and Latin 
Americans tend to be socially extroverted, extremely open and welcoming:

Expanding one’s social sphere is a cultural norm in Puerto Rico, applying to both the 
offline (celebrations, dinners, among other things) and online world.  For instance, it 
would be considered culturally acceptable in Puerto Rico for someone to attend a 
Christmas party even if they didn’t personally know the party host and were invited by 
friends of friends – often without the host’s knowledge.  It is customary to unexpectedly 
invite coworkers or friends of friends to have lunch at someone else’s home. 

Brazilians are also highly inclusive socially, open to meeting new people and 
integrating them into their social circle – something Brazilians call the "instant friend".  
It is not unusual for tourists, friends of friends, and other recent acquaintances to be 
invited to someone's home to “hang-out”, a social openness that is less apparent in 
other cultures. 

“SOCIAL MEDIA HAS GIVEN US THIS IDEA THAT WE SHOULD ALL HAVE A POSSE OF FRIENDS WHEN IN
REALITY, IF WE HAVE ONE OR TWO REALLY GOOD FRIENDS, WE ARE LUCKY”. -  BRENE BROWN
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Q THINKING ABOUT ALL THE PEOPLE YOU ARE CONNECTED TO ON SOCIAL NETWORKS, WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THESE CONNECTIONS DO YOU SPEAK WITH IN-PERSON ON A REGULAR BASIS?

4 Digital Marketing Ramblings blog, By The Numbers, 70 Amazing Facebook Stats (October 2013 Update)

Some of this over-friending is likely also explained by what we refer to as “digital social envy”, with nearly half of Latin Americans feeling that 
they have fewer social network connections than other people (see Figure 19).  In the offline world, it is easier to understand one’s social 
standing in the community. In the online world, the impression of one social status is easy to determine, the truth is more elusive.

FIGURE 17: SOCIAL

NETWORK USAGE (LATAM)
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21%

11%
4%

LESS THAN 20%
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40% - 59%

60% - 79%

80% - 100%
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Q COMPARED TO OTHER PEOPLE, DO YOU THINK YOU HAVE MORE, LESS, OR ABOUT THE SAME NUMBER OF CONNECTIONS ON SOCIAL NETWORKS?

This “instant friending” may also be driven by the Latin America desire to cultivate a certain “digital brand” on social 
media (see Figure 20).  Latin America tends to be an image-driven society, and most believe that social media mirrors 
reality.  As a result, users often portray an image of themselves that doesn’t necessarily represent their personal reality, 
rather more what they aspire to be and have, or more likely, how they want others to see them.  It doesn’t matter what 
you do, just that people think they know about what you are doing. 

I HAVE FEWER CONNECTIONS ON

SOCIAL NETWORKS

48%

FIGURE 19: DIGITAL 

BRANDING (LATAM)

I HAVE ABOUT THE SAME

CONNECTIONS ON SOCIAL NETWORKS

38%

I HAVE MORE CONNECTIONS ON

SOCIAL NETWORKS

14%



Q HOW MUCH DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH OF THE FOLLOWING

"IT'S IMPORTANT THAT MY FACEBOOK, TWITTER OR ANY OTHER

SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES CONVEY A CERTAIN IMAGE OF ME"

FIGURE 20: DIGITAL BRANDING

BRAZIL 61%

ECUADOR 60%

PUERTO RICO 57%

VENEZUELA 54%

COLOMBIA 53%

PERU 51%

MEXICO 49%

CHILE 45%

ARGENTINA 40%

SOURCE: JWT SONAR 
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“SOCIAL MEDIA TAKES TIME AND CAREFUL, STRATEGIC THOUGHT.

IT DOESN’T HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT.”  -  BRIAN E. BOYD SR.

Online users in LATAM are also connecting with brands on 
Facebook, with nine in ten users having connected with at least one 
brand on social media, and on average, maintaining 10 brand 
connections. That’s encouraging news, at least at first blush.  But 
an examination of what’s really driving this behavior reveals that 
users tend to connect to brands primarily in response to marketing 
tactics; special offers and promotions, rather than true brand 
affinity.  Secondary drivers hold more promise for deeper 
brand/customer engagement.  Significant portions of users are 
looking for specific information and relevant, curated content; all 
opportunities for brands willing to invest time and funds into a 
strategic plan for social engagement.  It is also important to note 
that one-quarter say they connect with brands with whom they are 
passionate.  Understanding who these consumers are, identifying 
them, and courting them to the highest degree possible is likely to 
yield results, or at minimum, keep your competitors from doing so. 
(see Figure 21).

BRAND

CONNECTIONS



SOURCE: JWT SONAR Q WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBE THE REASONS WHY YOU CONNECT TO BRANDS OR COMPANIES ON SOCIAL NETWORKS

to search for promotions and special offers

to get more information about the brand's products or services

to benefit from a specific promotion or a special offer

to participate in competitions and win prizes

the brand curates content that interests me

to access content supplied by the brand

to receive customer service for products and services

to get more information about the brand's reputation or ethics

to support a charity, organization or cause

to connect with a brand i am passionate about

to use specific apps or games provided by the brand

i can relate to the content on the brand's site

to give brands input about what i want / need from  them

i like how the brand sees the world

i agree with the brand's point of view

58%

56%

52%

48%

44%

36%

34%

32%

29%

26%

25%

25%

22%

21%

21%

BASE: CONNECTED TO AT LEAST ONE BRAND ON A SOCIAL NETWORK

FIGURE 21: REASONS TO CONNECT TO A BRAND ON A SOCIAL NETWORK (LATAM)
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To date in Latin America, few brands have done a good job facilitating deeper relationships with 
users on social media, instead choosing to focus on the short-term, relying on discounts, 
promotions, or contests in exchange for a “like”. Brands tend to be cautious in the social media 
space, worried that one misstep, such as a wrong tweet, a misunderstood video, or an event 
that doesn’t meet expectations, can quickly go viral and harm the brand.

Now is the time to stop “playing it safe”.  In the digital space, brands who take the risk of 
embracing a vision – which could provoke a negative reaction in some, but would also mobilize 
people – will more often than not be rewarded for their efforts, with more significant, 
long-term brand beliefs.  The key to success is strategic planning in the social media 
engagement, and tight integration with other components of the brand’s story.  Here are some 
examples of successful social media efforts in the region:

“One of the greatest challenges companies face in adjusting to the impact of social media, is 

knowing where to start.” -Simon Mainwaring

Super Pollo - one the largest and most recognized Chilean brands of chicken products - 
launched a digital and TV campaign http://www.youtube.com/watch? v=iomY6nGkveQ), bringing 
to people’s attention the trend of Chileans losing the tradition of eating meals together at the 
family table. The Solution?  A piano table!  A strange, funny and creative table with piano keys 
in its borders.  The idea was to demonstrate a fun  excuse to get Chilean families back together 
at the dinner table to enjoy a great time, as it always been. 

The “I saw a Fiesta on Facebook” campaign in Venezuela is another successful case.  As part 
of the campaign, a Facebook game was created where a Ford Fiesta car would randomly 
appear on a gamers profile page for one minute, at which time users had to take a digital photo 
of it. The game had 4 stages and lasted one month. Participants who managed to capture a 
photo at each stage went to the final round, where they had to create and upload a video of 
themselves at a Ford dealership. The video with the most “likes” won a new Ford Fiesta. 

The results:  More than 20,000 people played the game.  The Ford community earned 431,000 
new Facebook Fans in only 10 weeks, the equivalent of 6% of the entire internet population in 
Venezuela (at the time).  Ford achieved over 60,000 unique visitors per day, making it the most 
visited website in the world at its peak during the campaign.



PATH TO PURCHASE

Moreover, as digital becomes more developed, it will become 
increasingly more difficult to get the consumers’ attention in social 
media.  Offering the right content at the right time becomes paramount. 
Consumers are hungry for this, affording brands an opportunity to feed 
that hunger with interesting engagement or brand content. It’s 
important to remember that while social networks provide utility for 
users to talk with friends or tend to important matters, consumers also 
turn to social networks simply for fun, surprise, to share, and at times, 
to engage in unimportant things.  There is great opportunity for brands 
to offer content that is simply funny, and more perhaps important, 
shareable.

An example of this comes from Venezuela and the website “El Chigüire 
Bipolar” or Bipolar Capybara, inspired by American satirical TV shows 
like “The Colbert Report” and websites like “The Onion”.  El Chigüire 
Bipolar offers Venezuelans a break from political issues, by offering 
articles with a sense of humor that intelligently twists negative 
information into funny content.  Many Venezuelans share content from 
the site daily on their social media pages.  As result, this 2-year-old 
website is rivaling (in some cases surpassing) leading Venezuelan 
newspapers like the Caracas newspaper “El Nacional”.  Surprising and 
delighting consumers can go a long way to building your brand, 
especially when done with strategic intent.

Latin Americans spend their days connected to the internet, with many 
experiencing addictive aspects to it, so it’s not surprising to see this 
behavior extend into the path to purchase. 
When considering a purchase, consumers spend a significant amount of 
time researching products online, especially true for bigger ticket items 
and high consideration items such as travel and telecomm (see Figure 22).
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FOR EACH OF THE BELOW CATEGORIES TELL US HOW YOU RESEARCH EACH PRODUCT, IF AT ALL

I RESEARCHED THESE
ONLINE

I RESEARCHED BOTH
ONLINE AND OFFLINE

I RESEARCHED THESE
OFFLINE

I DID NOT RESEARCH

BASE: PURCHASED OR SHOPPED FOR EACH CATEGORY

Q

TRAVEL/HOLIDAY

54%33%

8%
5%

TELECOMMUNNICATIONS ELECTRONICS/HOME
APPLIANCES

FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

45%42%

9%
4%

40%43%

12%
5%

38%

39%

15%

8%

AUTOMOTIVE FASHION PRODUCTS BABY PRODUCTS PRESCRIPTION OR OTC
MEDICATIONS

38%

42%

13%

7%

PERSONAL HYGIENE
PRODUCTS

HOUSEHOLD CLEANING
PRODUCTS

26%

32%

24%

18%

34%14%

13%

38%

28% 29%

23% 20%20%

29%
28%

23%

32%

34%

19%

14%



As expected, the research process tends to start with search engines and then 
fragment across a variety of site types (see Figure 22).

FIGURE 22: ONLINE RESEARCH RESOURCES (LATAM

Q YOU MENTIONED YOU DID ONLINE RESEARCH FOR THE FOLLOWING ITEMS. FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES, PLEASE TELL US WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ONLINE RESOURCES YOU USED WHEN SHOPPING FOR THAT 
PRODUCT OR SERVICE.

BASE: RESEARCH CATEGORY ONLINE

SOURCE: JWT SONAR 
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FIGURE 23: CONSUMING AND CREATING PRODUCT REVIEWS

Q WE'D NOW LIKE TO LEARN A LITTLE MORE ABOUT HOW YOU EXPRESS YOUR OPINIONS ONLINE. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES HAVE YOU DONE IN THE PAST MONTH?
AND NOW WE'D LIKE TO KNOW HOW YOU CONSUME CONTENT ONLINE. PLEASE TELL US WHICH OF THESE ACTIVITIES YOU'VE DONE THE PAST MONTH. SOURCE: JWT SONAR 

Clearly, marketers will benefit from focusing on SEM and SEO 
strategies to optimize users’ initial contact with the brand.  Whether it’s 
moving your search results higher when consumers search for 
competitors, or understanding the scope of search terms that lead 
consumers to your competition, you have to be where the people are, 
and that starts with the search engine.

Social media allows us to behave in ways that we are hardwired for in 

the first place - as humans.  We can get frank recommendations from 
other humans instead of from faceless companies.” - Francois Gossieaux

Consumer-generated reviews are extremely influential in the path to 
purchase, as Latin Americans read and create reviews of products and 
services at high rates (see Figure 23).
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read reviews of product or services on a website or social network rate a product or services on a website or social network



Why?  Across most markets, consumers tend to trust their peers 
more than brands.

Argentineans tend to be skeptical of press, blogs and site reviews.  
Our research shows that 7 out of 10 shoppers will search for 
recommendations and opinions on social networks before 
completing any kind of Internet purchase. 
In Venezuela, there is a fair amount of distrust about the prices of 
products, as some retailers are seeking to take advantage of 
costumers due to their current economic crisis.  As a result, 
user-generated feedback has become more important than ever.  
This is amplified by the fact that peer power plays a significant role 
in Venezuela, with most Venezuelans being highly influenced by 
their social groups or by people who have a lot of knowledge about a 
particular subject.  In Venezuela, social circles apply a significant 
amount of pressure on people.  Much of what they do every day is 
defined by their environment, what they read and what they see 
around them.  To this end, purchase decisions are highly influenced 
by others’ opinions.  This is a way for many to get group approval, be 
recognized, be on trend, and also define what and who they are in 
society.

In Brazil, as the middle class grows, consumers are demanding 
more and more from the products and services they purchase.  As a 
result, reviews sites - or "complaint sites" - such as 
"reclameaqui.com.br” (“complain here”) - have grown extremely 
popular.  Few Brazilians will make a purchase decision without 
visiting a “complaint site” first.  Reclameaqui alone has nearly 8 
million registered users and 9 million monthly visits.

Given this reliance on consumer-generated reviews, brands must 
be aware of their online buzz and make certain they are part of the 
conversation.  Community managers need to be viewed as vital 
members of the marketing team, as critical reviews can negate 
campaign investments and have more of a negative effect on sales 
than a competitor’s successful campaign.  Navigating a brand’s 
place in social media can be tricky, but it is no longer optional.  Here 
are some examples of brands that have benefited from or gotten 
hurt by social media: 

Movistar Argentina maintains a blog to answer customers’ 
questions, and importantly, also allows users to answer one 
another’s questions.  The more questions a user answers correctly, 
the more they are rewarded and leveled up in the blog.  These 
mechanisms of transparency instill a sense of trust in the consumer 
that extends beyond the website, but to the brand image itself. 

Starbuck’s Argentina ran into trouble recently when they tweeted to 
apologize for running out of their regular Starbucks-branded coffee 
cups, replacing them with locally manufactured cups, bearing no 
Starbucks logo.  The Twitter-sphere erupted, with Argentines 
questioning why Starbucks should apologize for using locally 
manufactured cups, which many viewed as supporting the local 
economy.  Starbucks ended up tweeting an apology to their initial 
apology.

When it comes to actually purchasing products online, the incidence 
of doing so varies considerably by market (see Figure 24).



FIGURE 24: FREQUENCY OF ONLINE SHOPPING

Q HOW OFTEN, IF EVER, DO YOU ACCESS THE INTERNET TO DO EACH OF THE FOLLOWING?
SOURCE: JWT SONAR 
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Not surprisingly, for those who shop online, convenience is a main driver.  
Online shopping makes Latin Americans’ lives easier by allowing them to do 
some errands in the comfort and security of their own home.  For example, 
products and services in Venezuela have been undersupplied over the last 5 
years due to the economic crisis.  In response, e-commerce has become a 
more efficient way for people to find specific products and services where 
consumers do not have to spend a whole day searching for those goods in 
brick-and-mortar stores. 
For varying reasons, shopping online also saves consumers money:

The postal service in Ecuador provides a unique service call Club Correos, 
which provides P.O. Box in Miami, Florida, United States. The service allows 
users to make purchases in the U.S., get them delivered to the U.S. P.O. box, 
and then have them delivered to the purchaser in Ecuador. Why are people 
using this service?  Primarily cost.  Buying a pair of designer shoes in Miami 
might cost around (USD) $30, one-third of the price in Ecuador.  Even with 
the cost of the Club Correos service factored in, Ecuadorians save money.

In Puerto Rico, savvy e-commerce users know they have a better chance of 
purchasing goods at a discount online, with the added benefit of avoiding 
local taxes (IVU).

Venezuela has one of the most complex systems of currency exchange in 
the world, and certainly in the region.  As a result, many Venezuelans have 
had to alter some of their purchasing habits, making online buying a larger 
portion of their total shopping basket, frequently driven by the lower cost of 
goods online.  This has fueled Amazon.com’s growth in Venezuela, to where 
they have become one of the top online shopping destinations (69% say they 
visit Amazon at least monthly).  While largely due to less expensive products 
than the ones they can buy at a brick-and-mortar retail store in Venezuela, 
the simplicity of currency exchanges is a significant benefit.

Conversely, infrastructure issues and security concerns are the main 
barriers to shopping online -particularly in Peru, Argentina, and Colombia:

Peruvians lack confidence in online payment systems as many are 
concerned about credit card and financial fraud.  This is largely due to a lack 
of education and experience with online shopping.  Like the Internet in 
general in Peru, online shopping is still relatively immature and still 
emerging in Peru.  

In Colombia, financial products are just not there yet.  The incidence of 
consumer financial tools - such as the acceptance of credit cards – is 
relatively low.  Security is also a significant concern: According to the 
e-crime department of the Prosecutor in Colombia, 187 complaints of digital 
theft are registered every month (on average).  That ranks Colombia as the 
third highest digital theft nation in the Americas, trailing only Brazil and 
Mexico. (Source: Manual for online shopping with tranquility (2012))

Argentineans simply don’t trust the system.  After the 2001 economic, 
political, and social crisis, many Argentineans lost parts of their savings and 
investments.  They also saw their currency value fall dramatically.  As a 
result, people have lost trust in financial institutions in general and 
economic services specifically and still prefer to make purchases through 
traditional channels.

Also, as highlighted in Colombia, some simply prefer the in-store 
experience:

In Colombia there is a need to “see and touch” what we are buying and make 
sure everything is all right.  For many years (1980´s & 1990´s) the country 
was threatened by a variety of terrorists, causing people to became cautious 
and wary about going to open spaces such us streets and parks.  Everyone 
was afraid of leaving the city on highways.  Merchants took advantage of the 
situation and became a “safe haven” for Colombians.  

Across the region, and across categories, we see a relationship between 
researching and purchasing online:  if you research online, you’re more 
likely to make a purchase online (see Figure 25).



FIGURE 25: ONLINE RESEARCH VS PURCHASE (LATAM) 

Q FOR EACH OF THE BELOW CATEGORIES PLEASE TELL US HOW YOU RESEARCH EACH PRODUCT, IF AT ALL.
AND HOW DID YOU ACTUALLY PURCHASE IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES?
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SOURCE: JWT SONAR 
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Travel, electronics, durables, telecom and financial products are the categories most 
often purchased online.  Some success stories in the region include:
The air travel market in Colombia has led the way in developing online platforms for 
consumers. Through these efforts, they have simplified the consumer path to 
purchase providing a great benefit to customers.  Some even offer a price reduction 
when purchasing online.  For example, Avianca and Lan Colombia charge an 
administrative fee for web purchases of only (USD) $8.49, which is 40% lower than 
the taxes and fees that are charged offline.  (Source: La República (2013))

In Chile, the financial sector has done a particularly good job of migrating their 
services online:

Chileans often obtain many quotes when obtaining financial products.  This behavior 
has translated well to the web, where a significant range of digital portals are 
available to help consumers obtain quotes and acquire new products.  

The banking sector has historically been a pioneer in promoting and teaching new 
technologies to Chilean consumers. Nowadays, every bank has apps where consumers 
can see their accounts, pay bills, make bank transfers and even ask for a loan, all with 
just one click. 

For the time being, traditional FMCG and drug/health products have yet to generate 
much  traction in the digital space.
When purchasing through digital channels, consumers tend to go directly to the 
source, at brand, manufacturer, and retail store websites (see Figure 26). 

This is especially true of Peruvians, who tend to be distrustful in general, and prefer 
to buy directly from the company offering the product or service.  As a rule, Peruvians 
don’t like intermediaries in the purchase process, in part due to a fear of counterfeit 
and fake products. There have been numerous instances of fake or refurbished 
products in Peru being sold as new. Buying directly from the brand or manufacturer 
gives them a sense of security and authenticity in the process.



FIGURE 26: METHOD OF PURCHASING ONLINE (LATAM)

Q YOU MENTIONED THAT YOU HAVE MADE A PURCHASE ONLINE. WHERE DID YOU BUY EACH OF THE ITEMS?
SOURCE: JWT SONAR 
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Online-only retailers play a more important role in some markets 
than others.  Brazil is one of those markets, where just two of the top 
10 most visited e-commerce sites are also offline retailers.  In Brazil, 
historically online-only retailers have been perceived as being an 
alternative to offline retailers, as most traditional offline stores took a 
long time to get online, well after many of the pure play online 
retailers had established themselves online. 

Casas  Bahia, for example, the biggest offline retailer in Brazil, only 
got became an online presence in 2009. 

As indicated in Figure 27, there are many opportunities for smart 
marketers to deepen their post-purchase engagement with 
consumers through digital, as many (74%) consumers are looking for 
continued interaction after an online purchase.

74%
ARE INTERESTED IN 
KEEPING IN TOUCH

WITH A BRAND AFTER
MAKING A PURCHASE

52%

50%

47%

43%

41%

19%
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FIGURE 27:
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HOW INTERESTED OR UNINTERESTED ARE YOU IN KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH A BRAND 
AFTER YOU MADE A PURCHASE?
WHICH OF THESE CHANNELS DO YOU USE TO STAY IN TOUCH WITH BRANDS IN 
AFTER YOU MAKE A PURCHASE?

SOURCE: JWT SONAR 



As a result, marketers need to invest in CRM applications that take its 
customers’ post-buying relationship to another level through digital 
platforms.  These online platforms can collect and organize customers’ 
information from different sources and buying cycle stages to later establish 
meaningful and relevant communications with them, at the right moment, 
when users are more open to listening and reacting.  Some brands have 
already starting using behavioral targeting and retargeting - online 
advertising tactics based on users’ navigation and shopping tendencies - to 
generate awareness of their products to the optimal users. 

Mobile is, of course, another important and powerful tool for e-commerce, as 
consumers are already using their devices to engage in the path to purchase 
(see Figure 28).  Using geo-location and geo-fencing technologies, marketers 
can offer relevant content and services to shoppers while in-store, such as 
checking additional versions online, price comparisons, augmented reality 
solutions, recipes related to specific ingredients, customer reviews, etc.  In the 
recent “Our Mobile Planet” study by Google, they found that 29% of 
smartphone users changed their mind about purchasing a product or service 
in a shop as of a result of information they gathered using the smartphone. 

It’s also useful to note that few LATAM consumers are utilizing scanning 
technologies (QR and UPC code scanners).
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FIGURE 30:

DIGITAL PERSONA SIZES BY MARKET
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As part of our exploration of the Latin American digital consumer JWT 
segmented the population, based on their attitudes and behaviours in the 
digital world.  We found five distinct personas in the digital population (see 
Figure 29).

DIGITAL PERSONAS

FIGURE 29: DIGITAL PERSONAS (LATAM)

And as we might expect, the prevalence of one persona versus another 
varies – in some cases significantly - by market (see Figure 30).
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INTEGRATE:

Multitasking is a proven habit, but most brands have yet to fully 
capitalize on it. There is an opportunity for brands to engage with 
consumers, both during broadcast content and during commercial 
breaks.  The growing number of apps and the increasingly active 
participation in social networks expand the scope of what can 
mark a differential in mainstream media but that also have an 
impact on, or complement, other platforms such as smartphones 
or tablets. 

OFFER A SOCIAL EXPERIENCE:

Brands must stop thinking only about getting "likes" and more 
about generating digital engagements that invite users to have a 
much deeper, long-term relationship with the brand.  Social 
networking is about creating a unique interaction with a user that 
they wouldn’t experience when visiting your website or store.  
These unique interactions could take many forms, from 
experiences designed to generate a sense of authenticity and 
brand caring, to using technologies to understand the behavior of 
your users, and thereby delivering more relevant, targeted 
information and offers to them.  While most marketers nowadays 
feel that it is requisite to participate in social media, many see it as 
simply another channel.  Brands need to approach social with a 
strategic eye, setting goals and objectives, planning the 
interactions and measuring effect.

STOP THINKING OF DIGITAL AS A “NEW MEDIA”: 

Marketers will benefit themselves when they stop looking at the 
Internet with skepticism, believing that it is a "new media" or 
really "part of the future."  This report illustrates that for most 
Latin Americans, regardless of age, income or geography, the 
Internet is already an integral part of their daily lives. Brands must 
create more digital applications, content, and platforms, keeping 
in mind that digital can behave as a primary media channel, a 
secondary channel or often, as an adjunctive channel.  
Communication experts are essential to help brands strategically 
understand this changing landscape in order for brands to lead 
this change, rather than follow it.

BE MOBILE READY: 

As more and more Latin Americans connect to the Internet 
through mobile phones, brands will need to invest in interfaces 
and content adapted to the small screen.  The general feeling is 
that consumer behavior and needs are changing fast and brands 
are struggling to keep up.  Those who stay ahead of (or at least 
with) the curve will have a strategic advantage.  Mobile is also 
becoming a powerful tool for online and offline shopping.  Offering 
the right tools or apps for consumers will certainly have a positive 
impact on sales.

Thank you for spending some time 
participating in what we learned with 
this research. We realize there’s a lot 
of information in this report, and 
there’s much more in each market if 
you need to access it.  Let us try to 
summarize some of the themes we 
observed in our exploration

SOME 

FINAL 

THOUGHTS



Content is a key driver of engagement in Latin America. 
The question is: How to get the right content, at the right time, on 
the right screen?  Having a dedicated team internally and within 
your agency is one solution. Some marketers may hire professionals 
with journalism skills, others are testing crowd-sourcing solutions or 
partnering with media companies.  Production costs are a key 
challenge, but we also need to think about the optimal distribution 
strategies. Partner with influencers, as they can drive community 
engagement even faster than traditional advertising.  Overall, 
brands that create content, which is relevant, shareable, reusable, 
adaptive and socially enriched, will reap rewards ahead of their 
competitors.

REMEMBER, CONTENT

IS KING:

Brands that are transparent recognize their mistakes and take 
care of their customers online will be one step ahead of their 
competition in terms of digital consumer engagement. First, 
brands need to cultivate a personality online.  This is more than 
just style and tone, rather extends to all behaviors and actions a 
brand engages in online.  Second, brands need to be prepared for 
the downside of social media marketing.  While social networking 
is proving to be an effective way to generate awareness and 
bonding, social networking is also a looming threat.  Crises will 
inevitably appear, and while speed of engagement and troubleshooting 
and sincerity in recognizing errors are key to successfully 
handling a crisis, navigating these situations on the fly is difficult.  
It is prudent for brands to create an online crisis manual, one that 
spells out in very specific terms steps the brand will take during a 
crisis. Of course remember that these two ideas are not unrelated: a 
well-crafted brand personality built on transparency and 
genuineness will help insulate brands online when crises 
eventually arise. 

CONTROL YOUR REVIEWS:

OFFER A

SOCIAL

EXPERIENCE:

Brands must stop thinking only about getting "likes" and more about generating digital engagements 
that invite users to have a much deeper, long-term relationship with the brand.  Social networking is 
about creating a unique interaction with a user that they wouldn’t experience when visiting your 
website or store.  These unique interactions could take many forms, from experiences designed to 
generate a sense of authenticity and brand caring, to using technologies to understand the behavior 
of your users, and thereby delivering more relevant, targeted information and offers to them.  While 
most marketers nowadays feel that it is requisite to participate in social media, many see it as simply 
another channel.  Brands need to approach social with a strategic eye, setting goals and objectives, 
planning the interactions and measuring effect.
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SEGMENT

SIZES

LATAM

23%

CHECK
LISTERS

engagement with the web is mainly about convenience.  They use the Internet as a tool to keep in touch with family 
and friends and for research prior to making a purchase.  There is a higher concentration of Check Listers in Peru 
than in any other country. Demographically, Check Listers don’t stand out, looking very much like the “average” 

Internet user.

20%

SOCIAL
ENTHUSIASTS

it all about staying connected to friends and family and what’s going on in the world around them, which at times 
leads them to be more susceptible to FOMO.  As the name implies, they’re the most social persona having the 
highest number of Facebook friends of any segment.  Social Enthusiasts tend to be younger, and tend to be male.  
They are most likely to hail from Colombia, Brazil, and Mexico.  Social Enthusiasts use a variety of devices to 
access the Internet including PCs, smartphones, and tablets.  They are voracious multi-media consumers.



CAUTIOUS
SIDELINERS11%
are prudent individuals who are concerned about their privacy and security online.  While Cautious Sideliners like learning new things on the Internet, 
they lag the other personas in engagement with all digital activities other than email. Cautious Sideliners are the smallest digital persona in LATAM, 
with only one-in-ten falling in this group.  They are most likely to hail from Argentina and Chile, and least likely to be found in Puerto Rico and 
Venezuela.  They tend to be more female and a bit older.  Cautious Sideliners primarily access the Internet from a PC at home and spend the least 
amount of time online per week of any persona. They engage with social networks less frequently and tend to have the fewest connections. 

21%

who are the most digitally engaged persona.  Addicted Netizens want to be connected - day or night - and experience anxiety when they can’t surf 
the web.  They spend the most time on nearly all digital activities that we measured.  Addicted Netizens tend be a bit younger and are most 
concentrated in Puerto Rico, Venezuela, and Ecuador.  They spend the most time on the Internet and have the most friends on Facebook.  Again, as 
the name implies, they are most likely to admit to being addicted to social networking.

25%

WEB
SCOUTS

love scouring the web for information about things that interest them. They regularly read about a wide array of topics online and use the web to find 
content, products, and services that aren’t available in their local markets.  Web Scouts represent the largest digital persona in Latin America (25%), 
with the greatest concentration of them in Argentina and Brazil.  Web Scouts tend to be somewhat more female and a bit older than the other 

personas. They spend an average amount of time online per week, and are not interested in creating a digital brand for themselves on social networks. 

ADDICTED
NETIZENS

What does the uncovering of these personas this mean for marketers?  Pure online demographic are no longer enough when targeting your customers.  Marketers need to focus 
on the reasons for consumers’ interactions with online media and work to make sure your communication fulfills that purpose.  For example, woo Social Enthusiasts with ways 
they can increase their social capital, offer great and hard to find information to the Web Checkers, and be a practical time saver for the Check Listers. 
Note that JWT can assist you in helping determine the Digital Personas of your customers or prospects.
And if you’re interested in seeing which Digital Persona you are, go to http://www.digilatsjwt.com/index.php/guess-who-test.
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ACTIVITIES

EMAIL

SOCIAL NETWORKING

NEWS, SPORTS, WEATHER

MUSIC

KNOWLEDGE SEARCH

MULTI MEDIA

SHOPPING

PERSONAL HOBBIES

DIGITAL ATTITUDES

The internet helps me learn new things.

I do not like chatting with strangers online.

I worry about what Internet companies do with my personal information online.

I use the internet to explore things I’m interested in .

I worry about my children’s safety online.

I worry about myself or my children stumbling upon something inappropriate online.

I worry about inadvertently sharing too much personal information online .

I worry about having my identity stolen when.

My friends often ask me about what's new online.

I enjoy the time I spend online shopping.

I am interested in participating in digital.

I love to flirt with people online.

I'm usually the first person to try new apps, online games, social networks, etc.

CURIOUSLIGHTSIDEDARKSIDE WORRIED
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WEB

SCOUTS
MARKET

DEMO

SNAPSHOT
54% AVERAGE

AGE3746%

PERUARGENTINA

32% 19%

BRAZIL

29%

PC SMARTPHONE
INTERNET

DEVICE(S)

HOUR/WEEK:

14.7

FACEBOOK/FRIENDS

219



ACTIVITIES

EMAIL

SOCIAL NETWORKING

NEWS, SPORTS, WEATHER

MUSIC

KNOWLEDGE SEARCH

MULTI MEDIA

SHOPPING

PERSONAL HOBBIES

DIGITAL ATTITUDES

DARKSIDE

SOCIALLY 

RESTRAINT

CONTENT 

EXPLORING
LIGHTSIDE

I like that the Internet allows me to multitask.

When I need information, the first place to look is online.

I use the internet to explore things I’m interested in .

I like that the internet allows me to buy products I can’t find in my local market.

The internet has made communicating with others easier and more efficient.

I worry about what Internet companies do with my personal information online.

The internet allows me to have access to things (series, apps, TV shows, music, products, etc.) 
that can’t be found in my local market.

I sometimes pretend my life is more exciting on social networks than it really is.

I feel I can stand out more online than I can in the offline world.

I tend to engage with social networks because I feel like I should.

If I am somewhere without an internet connection I start to feel anxious.

I feel like if I don’t engage with social media enough people will forget I’m there.
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CHECK

LISTERS
MARKET

DEMO

SNAPSHOT
48% AVERAGE

AGE3552%

PERU ECUADORBRAZIL

41% 14% 18%

LAPTOP

/PC

SMARTPHONE
INTERNET

DEVICE(S)

HOUR/WEEK:

14.6

FACEBOOK/FRIENDS

234



ACTIVITIES

EMAIL

SOCIAL NETWORKING

NEWS, SPORTS, WEATHER

MUSIC

KNOWLEDGE SEARCH

MULTI MEDIA

SHOPPING

PERSONAL HOBBIES

DIGITAL ATTITUDES

DARKSIDE

CONVENIENCE

SEEKING

SOCIALLY 

RESTRAINT
LIGHTSIDE

I love surfing the internet Social media sites are great places for me to find out what my friends
are doing.

I get well informed, online, before buying new products or services.

The internet helps me learn new things.

Nowadays there are many things on the internet that I can’t find in my country.

I like that the Internet allows me to multitask.

I like to understand how things work on the Internet.

I'm often looking for new and interesting things on the internet.

I feel somewhat addicted to online shopping 

I feel I can stand out more online than I can in the offline world 

I can better express myself online than I can in the ‘real world’ 

If I am somewhere without an internet connection I start to feel anxious 

It’s easy to feel left out on a site like Facebook 
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SOCIAL

ENTHUSIASTS
MARKET

DEMO

SNAPSHOT
45% AVERAGE

AGE3155%

COLOMBIA

VENEZUELA ARGENTINABRAZIL

MEXICO

24%

25% 24%

15%

15%

INTERNET

DEVICE(S) PC SMARTPHONE TABLET

HOUR/WEEK:

17.5

FACEBOOK/FRIENDS

262



ACTIVITIES

EMAIL

SOCIAL NETWORKING

NEWS, SPORTS, WEATHER

MUSIC

KNOWLEDGE SEARCH

MULTI MEDIA

SHOPPING

PERSONAL HOBBIES

DIGITAL ATTITUDES

DARKSIDE

SOCIAL

CONNECTING

FOMO

SUFFERING
LIGHTSIDE

I feel somewhat addicted to online shopping. 

I sometimes pretend my life is more exciting on social networks than it really is .

I feel I can stand out more online than I can in the offline world. 

I feel like if I don’t engage with social media enough people will forget I’m there. 

I spend a lot of money in internet services.

If I am somewhere without an internet connection I start to feel anxious. 

I tend to "like" or "share" information without noticing much in it. 

I can better express myself online than I can in the ‘real world’ .

I can feel left out when I learn through social media that some of my friends or 
peers are doing something together that I’m not.

The internet helps me learn new things. 

I use the internet to explore things I’m interested in. 

I like that the Internet that allows me to multitask.
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MARKET

DEMO

SNAPSHOT
51% AVERAGE

AGE3249%
ADDICTED

NETIZENS

ARGENTINA

PUERTO RICO
30%

14%

ECUADOR

27%

MEXICO

17%

PERU

10%

VENEZUELA

28%

INTERNET

DEVICE(S)
PC SMARTPHONE TABLET

HOUR/WEEK:

21.9

FACEBOOK/FRIENDS

277



ACTIVITIES

EMAIL

SOCIAL NETWORKING

NEWS, SPORTS, WEATHER

MUSIC

KNOWLEDGE SEARCH

MULTI MEDIA

SHOPPING

PERSONAL HOBBIES

DIGITAL ATTITUDES

DARKSIDE

DIGITALLY

DEVOTED

DIGITALLY

DEPENDENT
LIGHTSIDE

I feel somewhat addicted to social networking. 

I'm usually the first person to try new apps, online games, social networks, etc. 

If I am somewhere without an internet connection I start to feel anxious. 

I feel I can stand out more online than I can in the offline world. 

When I see people using a lot of digital media it makes me think they are successful. 

I can better express myself online than I can in the ‘real world’ .

Among my friends, I'm always the first to have the latest electronic devices with internet access. 

The internet helps me learn new things 

 I use the internet to explore things I’m interested in  

I do not like chatting with strangers online  

I worry about what Internet companies do with my personal information online 

I worry about myself or my children stumbling upon something inappropriate online.



WHAT DOES THIS
MEAN FOR

MARKETERS IN:



ARGENTINA



addicted netizen

hello. my name is

Strategic Planning Director
e mail: fernando.bozzoletti@jwt.com
argentina

Addicted Netizen

It’s the way it is; we Argentineans are contradictory, we live in a 

constant paradox. We complain about the technological 

infrastructure and assure to have the worst 3G network in the 

world (4G hasn’t arrived yet), even though we’re the Latin 

American country with the highest Internet penetration. 

THE CONTRADICTION OF 
BEING ARGENTINE
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Every month a survey on some online newspaper (1) tells us that 

phone and Internet service are the most criticized services by 

users. However, this doesn’t seem to limit us, because we have 

the highest daily Internet access in the region.

It’s true, the Argentinean idiosyncrasy isn’t easy to explain, and 

even harder to understand.

Our Latin neighbors have always said we believe ourselves 

Europeans; we want to copy their social organization, imitate 

their habits and follow their trends, (even our soccer 

tournaments were named and synchronized according to their 

calendar), but they tell us that, after all, we behave as 

Argentines, with the disorganization and informality that define 

us. And even if it hurts, they're right. Maybe that's why even 

though our online consumption is the highest in Latin America, 

our Internet habits are far behind from those that are being 

developed in the old continent.

In our country, for example, online users still hesitate when they 

have to enter their credit card data, they may end up doing it, 

with some reluctance and looking sideways to see if someone’s 

watching; Argentines often think that they will be deceived or 

their information will be used for something else, and that can be 

a barrier for brands when they want to connect with their target. 

In fact, the Argentine is on average the Latino user who less 

connects with brands online, and as in the rest of the world, they 

also get close to brands if they can only get something in return 

through special offers or raffles.



Obviously, this peculiarity is also reflected in our online behavior. We 

are one of the countries with the highest online news consumption 

worldwide and we even surpass the LATAM average for activities 

such as listening to streaming radio, but if we compare our view with 

the rest of Latin America’s, Argentines do not feel that 

Internet has made their life as easy as for the rest of the countries. 

Once again, contradiction (and criticism) is present. Although 

Argentines spend more time online than any other Latin American, 

they don’t generate the same affinity as the rest of Latin America 

does with the network.

In this scenario, what should a brand do in order to reach its target 

through Internet? What’s the formula? The strategy will always 

depend on the personality of the brand, but it’s a fact that Argentines 

need more information, and as the rest of the world, they need to 

feel identified with the brand’s values.

At this point is where creativity and the emotional bond we can 

create with our client start to gain relevance. Through brutal 

honesty, addressing the trend of "Flawsome" that Trendwatching 

published for 2012, which said that, as people do, consumers are 

going to create a more lasting relationship with brands that show 

themselves as imperfect, with successes and failures. (5)

The online bond with the consumer can also be built using the 

Predictive Personalization, described by JWT Intelligence as the 

possibility that brands have to predict and customize their target 

consumption due to the excessive amount of information we have of 

it, and thanks to this, the opportunity to be more accurate and 

relevant in our offer. (6)

I don’t think there are formulas, it’s a fact that being relevant to the 

consumer makes a brand come pretty close to success. Today, the 

relevance is marketing’s diva.

As we have to capture the attention of our target in an online 

consumption that is usually accompanied by other activities, other 

screens, and other simultaneous conversations, it is more difficult 

to reach them throughout a message.

Unfortunately, this paranoia towards the system can be more 

justified in our country. A troubled past and a recurrent institutional 

crisis are more than enough to disrupt anyone's trust when 

interacting socially. And what is Internet, but a new way of 

connecting socially?

2001 was a year that was written in stone for Argentines, because not 

only did it represent an economic breakdown, but also a deep 

cultural crisis.

about the second place we occupied in the global picture, quite 

different from the idea of being an exemplary and leading country 

that we had created and believed for more than 10 idyllic years. (2)

The irony in all of this is that only two years after having lived the 

society’s savings retention, “cacerolazos” (popular local protests) 

and the country’s fall to economic default, Argentina began to 

recover as it reached close to 9% growth rate. (3)

These kind of things than often happen to us as a country, serve to 

confirm the words that the economist Paul Samuelson said a few 

decades ago: "We have the ones /in the socialist orbit and those of 

the very heterogeneous third world; but that is not enough, because 

in reality there are five systems: there are two countries which must 

be considered separately: Japan and Argentina. Why? Well, because 

they do not fit in any systematization. They are so peculiar and so 

unpredictable that they should be placed apart". (4) 

BUT THE INCIDENT, WHICH TOOK PLACE
ON DECEMBER 19TH, 2001, ALSO BECAME A
STROKE OF REALITY, A SLAP THAT GAVE US
A MORE ACCURATE IDEA 
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Regarding this, if we talk about multiscreen, Argentina is no 

exception to the rest of Latin America. Watching TV is the most 

frequent activity with which we share the use of the Internet, and this 

combination triggers an increasingly dominant habit, debate, 

discussion, or simple talk on the social networks about what we’re 

watching on TV.

In our country most of the live TV shows have a Twitter account or a 

Fan Page where they strengthen the content they generate and also 

measure what topics or blocks are the most commented by their 

followers / fans.

Even if the program doesn’t generate its own hash tag, users will 

create it and talk about it, and it will grow by itself according to the 

impact and the possibility to go viral the subject will generate.

At this point, and if it’s up to discussion, the average Argentine 

brings out one of the features which most represent them in the rest 

of the world (and not always positively). We Argentines have a kind of 

addiction of showing what we think, giving our opinion on anything 

and always being right in a discussion. Partly because of the 

passionate nature we inherited from our grandparents, immigrants 

from Italy and Spain, and partly by that overconfidence that leads us 

to discuss about any subject, at any time, and no matter with whom. 

Put two Argentineans in a bar and they will fix the world, says a local 

phrase which jokes about our own idiosyncrasies.

Social networks, enquiry forums and news websites strengthened 

Argentines own ability to speak about any subject as if they were 

experts. In fact, the Argentine user qualifies products which they 

have used almost 20% more than the average in LATAM, that, 

somehow, shows their predilection for qualifying, for making 

everyone listen to what they have to say no matter what it is about, in 

this particular case, about something they bought or used.

And in this context in which Argentines can think freely (and very 

lightly) about any topic, product or news, brands must be very 

careful and must constantly monitor how it’s being treated in social

networks, and react in time to strengthen or minimize the message, 

according to the nature of it.

We Argentines know we consider ourselves know-all, we know that 

we talk about anything and discuss with passion, but at the same 

time we slander that feature on many occasions. And here, once 

again, is when national ambivalence reappears. That’s how we are; 

we criticize it, but do not change; it´s in our genes.

And to explain this contradiction we can quote the national writer 

Marcos Aguinis, who in his book "El Atroz Encanto de ser 

Argentinos" [The Atrocious Charm of Being Argentine], perfectly 

explains this paradox:

"You may wonder ... How can a charm be atrocious? How can such 

contradictory elements associate? Well, Argentina’s condition 

became something like this -contradictory, masochistic and 

tormented-. We are thrilled of being Argentine and also suffer 

because of it. We like it, but, man, it’s hard! In recent times, constant

complaining started to be considered a national sport, much more 

than in the years in which the suffering tango crossed its golden 

avenues. We sigh, we curse, we complain, we analyze ... and yet, we 

still love this terrible country." (7)

"WE ARE THRILLED
TO BE ARGENTINE,
BUT ALSO SUFFER
BECAUSE OF IT,"



he says, but, what is it that excites us? Where does that pride that does not 

seem to be justified come from? Is it true what the story "Mi Amigo Mickey” 

[My friend Mickey] from the writer, screenwriter and comedian Roberto 

Fontanarrosa says? In this humoristic and fictitious story, the writer born 

in Rosario made the assumption that the U.S. government had secretly and 

systematically conspired against the Argentinian society, because there 

was a chance they could dominate the world without even trying. (8) Clearly 

this is a humorous and ironic story in which the author makes fun of the 

Argentine society based on their pride and arrogance.

This same idiosyncrasy is shown in the web, perhaps with terminology 

adapted to online marketing, while maintaining the personality that we 

carry outside networks, for example, Cautious Sideliners exemplify one of 

the categories that most represent Argentina’s digital users, and it’s no 

coincidence that we talked about disbelief and distrust of national identity, 

as Cautious Sideliners are mainly characterized by distrusting the data 

they share and the personal information they provide on the internet, 

mainly fearing that it may be used by strangers.

The Argentine is a strange human being, 

fresh but unbelieving, caring but arrogant, 

who loves and hates himself because of the 

same attitudes. Not even Argentines 

understand themselves; maybe that's why 

we are the country with the largest number 

of psychologists per capita in the world. (9)
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There is no specific plan that works for the Argentines or the other 

countries, but there are some aspects that are based on specific 

identifying particularities and are more important in our culture than in the 

rest of Latin America.

One of the aspects to be considered by brands is to make use of the 

multi-platform combining Internet and television to give place to new ways 

of approaching the target or to generate collaborative content. Another 

valid point to get closer to the Argentines would be their predilection of 

being a national in order to comment on forums and social networks, to 

speak and be heard, to give their views on a product or an experience. And 

finally, brands that develop proposals for the Argentine user should 

consider the technological infrastructure and the local connection speed 

to optimize the content to the top.

In short, being Argentine is contradictory, because of their history, their 

personality and passions. This LATAM Digitals report shows that the digital 

Argentine would be no exception to that rule. But do not rule out that, in 

some time, everything could change once again.

Obviously, if the brand intends to grow and

create a bond, they must earn that trust

with creativity and relevant content for

digital consumers.



BRAZIL



addicted netizen

Two decades ago Brazil was globally mainly known for its 

famous clichés: football, carnival, bossa nova, beautiful women, 

amazon forest, beaches… Today, together with Russia, China, 

India and South Africa Brazil is one the emerging markets that 

the world is following closely. The perception is changing and at 

the same time Brazil is now more exposed to the global 

community for the bad and for the good.

hello. my name is

Strategy Director
e mail: patrice.lamiral@jwt.com
brazil

Addicted Netizen



The massive protests from June 2013 during FIFA Confederations Cup impressed the world 

and even Brazilians. For the first time in a generation we saw people on the streets 

complaining of high living costs, poor public services and the greed and corruption of 

politicians. That event also showed a trace of Brazilians that the DIGILATS JWT 2013 study 

confirms: Brazilians are addicted to social media. The Brazilian government realized it by 

surprise during the protests after learning that the massive protests were organized, 

coordinated and promoted through social media. 2 months after those events the 

government reactivated the Dilma's president Twitter profile - used previously only during 

the last elections - with the intention of creating a shorter and more direct link with the 

population.

There is much more to learn about Social Media and digital in general in Brazil. By bringing 

new and fresh data in comparison with  other LATAM countries, the DIGILATS JWT 2013 study 

offers a great opportunity to understand in more details the Brazilian digital landscape and 

the behavior of two distinct groups that have emerged in Brazil. The first: A younger target, 

driven by social interactions (the town square), are highly connected through different 

devices and are very active online - the Social Enthusiasts). The other, are older users who 

tend to use Internet mainly as a source of information (the library) for content, products and 

services - the Web Scouts.

Starting with the basics: Less than half of adults in Brazil currently have Internet access - 

lagging regional leaders like Argentina, Colombia, and Chile. Infrastructure and costs are the 

primary barriers for digital inclusion.

Broadband coverage in Brazil only reaches 39% of households and connection speeds are 

very limited.

On the surface, mobile Internet should be a clear solution to access issues in Brazil as 

smartphone prices have fallen dramatically, 20% in the last 6 months alone. Data plans, 

however, remain an issue. Although there have been some improvements over the last 2 

years, Brazilians still experience very expensive data plans (4th highest globally).
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Additionally, 3G connections are of poor quality and are unreliable in 

many regions.

These high costs have resulted in the growing trend of “Wi-Fi 

Stealing” in which Brazilians go to places where Wi-Fi is offered for 

free to guests, clients, and visitors, and “steal” their access to the 

Internet.

However, significant growth in Internet access is expected as 

purchasing power continues to skyrocket in Brazil 

Between 2005 and 2011, 40 million people ascended into the middle 

class in Brazil and 19.3 million emerged from poverty.

The fact is that digital life is clearly becoming entrenched in 

Brazilian culture, more so than in other Latin countries. That's 

Because Brazilians feel their identity is strongly tied to their Internet 

presence. DIGILATS JWT 2013 data shows that for Brazilians:

88% thinks that the Internet makes their life easier (+ 13% vs. 

LATAM)

68% the Internet changed my life (+4% vs. LATAM)

67% can't imagine their life without the Internet (+ 13% vs. LATAM)

The Internet also makes life much easier. Internet banking in Brazil 

is a clear and strong example of this: Decades of high inflation – up 

to 90% a month – obliged banks to develop complex instruments 

and systems. Today, consumers and companies can execute all 

types of transactions online and integrate this with other services: 

credit card, insurances, investments, loans, pay all sorts of bills 

automatically (ex: telecom, power, water, gas), car/labor/property 

taxes, etc.

Getting into more specifics about digital activities Brazilians present 

some interesting differences when compared to other LATAM 

Countries.

TV in Brazil still plays a very important role. TV advertising still 

represents 68% of total marketing expenditure - the 3rd largest 

proportion worldwide.  In most developed countries, the emergence 

of digital has caused the proportion of TV advertising to fall well 

below 50% (38% in USA, 42% in Japan, 27% in UK).

A single TV channel - TV Globo - holds over 50% of the entire TV 

revenue in Brazil. It's fair to say that daily soap opera viewership hits 

a Super Bowl size audience almost every day.

Brazilians are more likely to read them......and create them. 

Brazilians want to be heard…and want to hear about others’ experiences.

Before 2013, Brazil wasn't exactly a place where you would imagine 

people protesting in the streets. Clearly that's changing. As the 

middle class grows, Brazilians are demanding more from the 

products and services they purchase.

1. THEY SPEND MORE 
TIME WATCHING TV 
WHILE GOING ONLINE.

2. REVIEWS ARE MORE 
IMPORTANT IN BRAZIL THAN IN 
OTHER LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRY:



Brazilians are more likely to read them......and create 

them. Brazilians want to be heard…and want to hear about 

others’ experiences.

Before 2013, Brazil wasn't exactly a place where you would 

imagine people protesting in the streets. Clearly that's 

changing. As the middle class grows, Brazilians are 

demanding more from the products and services they 

purchase.

This could be explained by “The Jeitinho Brasileiro” – The 

Brazilian way of making it happen.

“Jeitinho” is the very peculiar way in which each every 

Brazilian deals with all aspects of their daily lives - from 

problem solving to social interactions - which invokes the 

creativity of the people to overcome adversity. In general, 

Jeitinho is positive.  But sometimes - when it doesn't cause 

direct harm to others - Brazilians find non-conventional 

-sometimes illegal- ways to gain an advantage.

3. BRAZILIANS ARE THE
LEAST WILLING TO
EXCHANGE ANYTHING
FOR VALUE ONLINE. 

2. REVIEWS ARE MORE 
IMPORTANT IN BRAZIL THAN IN 
OTHER LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRY:

As a result, piracy has become an issue in Brazil. From 

music, movies, pay TV, to cosmetics, Brazilian invoke the 

“Jeitinho” to obtain products and services. Thus, when it 

comes to paying or having to share personal information for 

content online -  especially for things which Brazilians are 

used to having for free – they will try to find a way around it.

4. Surprisingly, Brazilians are very concerned about 

privacy and over-sharing online probably because they lack 

a social media filter. By nature Brazilians tend to be very 

open and social. They often take to social media sites as 

status-building tools. The changing social structure in 

Brazil, however, has led some Brazilians to worry that, 

despite knowing better, they are inadvertently sharing too 

much personal information.

Indeed, Brazil is a culture ruled by social interactions and 

thus being connected is critical to feel socially included.

Social networking is part of the Brazilian's routine with 76% 

accessing in daily. And this usage has led a significant 

portion of Brazilians (two-in-five) becoming “addicted” to 

the web. Not surprisingly, this feeling is driven by youth.

And lending to the social nature of Brazilians, they tend to 

have more connections on social networks than other 

LATAM markets, across all sites...although they more 

readily admit they don’t necessarily know these connections 

very well. 74% admit there are some people in their social 

network they don’t know very well.

Perhaps reflecting this competitive social nature, there is 

certainly a sense of “digital connection inferiority” in that 

nearly half of Brazilians believe they’re lagging socially.
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Of the markets surveyed, portraying a certain image on social media 

is most important in Brazil (61% vs. 52% LATAM average).

The external perception others have of you is very important in 

Brazil, and for many this extends into the social media world. Social 

networks are great tools to build the specific personal image you 

want to convey to  others. And while this may be a global 

phenomenon, in Brazil many would ague this is an even bigger 

driver.

Brazilians believe that social media mirrors reality. So Brazilians 

like to reflect things that they might not have in their lives, but aspire 

to have.  It doesn’t matter what you do, just that people think they 

know about what you are doing.

Also, compared to the rest of LATAM, Brazilians have more brand 

connections on social networks, 12 on average 

The barrier for adding brands on social media or liking the pages, 

like adding friends, is considerably lower in Brazil than in other 

markets. However, this doesn't guarantee loyalty since the 

relationships tend to be more superficial and based on the benefits 

to the “friender”.

Again, image is very important in Brazil. By liking a brand page on 

social networks Brazilians are saying something about themselves 

to their own social network. In fact, Brazilians are more likely to 

admit that part of the reason they like a brand is to convey a certain 

image: 28% in Brazil indicate a driver is ‘To show to other people in 

my social network that a brand is important to me’ compared to just 

19% in the rest of LATAM.

In terms of e-commerce Brazil also stands out.

In fact, compared to the rest of the region, Internet users in Brazil 

are more likely to research nearly all categories online.

Traditionally, Brazilians are very skeptical and wary of deals and 

offers due to countless cases of tricks or attempts to delude the 

"victim".

The results:

Brazilians do more online research before making a purchase 

shopping

Brazilians rely less on offline research touch points than any other 

country in the region

Consumer to consumer / auction sites are less popular in Brazil

Additionally, Online-only retailers are more popular in Brazil than 

the rest of LATAM.

What happens is that offline retailers have struggled to convert 

business online.

Just two of the top 10 most visited e-commerce sites in Brazil are 

also offline retailers. In Brazil, historically online-only retailers 

have been perceived to be an alternative to offline retailers that have 

taken too long to get online. Casas Bahia, for example, the biggest 

offline retailer in Brazil, only got online in 2009.

In terms of trail and repeat, Online shopping is more popular in 

Brazil than LATAM overall. Two reasons may drive this behavior:

1. Brazilians were early adopters of online banking 

making financial transactions online has become commonplace – 

it’s not something Brazilians are afraid of.

2. Brazil is a crowded, and at times, violent place

The lack of urban infrastructure, including public transportation and 

security, may also be a reason why Brazilians are choosing to shop 

from the comfort of their own home.

So, what does all this mean for marketers?

DIGILATS JWT 2013 revealed some great opportunities for brands 

that intend to succeed in Brazil.



BE ONLINE 

BE MOBILE

BE ABOUT CONTENT 

Internet penetration in Brazil is still below the regional average, but is 

clearly showing potential for very fast growth. As costs for mobile data 

plans and smartphones come down, Brazil will become even more 

connected. That are still many infrastructure challenges, but for brands, 

being online and offering quick responses to consumer is a must.

As more Brazilians connect through mobile phones, brands will need to 

invest in interfaces and content adapted to the small screen. The general 

feeling is that consumer behavior and needs are changing fast and 

brands are struggling to keep up. Those who stay ahead of (or at least 

with) the curve will have an advantage. Mobile is also becoming a 

powerful tool for online and offline shopping. Offering the right tools / 

apps for consumers will certainly drive more sales.

As in many other countries, content is a key driver of engagement in 

Brazil. The question now is: How to get the right content, at the right time, 

on the right screen? Having a dedicated team internally and within your 

agency is one solution. Some marketers may hire professionals with 

journalism skills, others are testing crowd-sourcing solutions or 

partnering with media companies. Production costs are a key challenge, 

but we also need to think about the optimal distribution strategies. 

Partner with influencers, as they can drive community engagement even 

faster than traditional adverting.



CHILE



addicted netizen

This line taken from “Si vas para Chile”, one of the most popular 

songs in Chilean folklore and written in 1942, contains a 

fundamental truth to understand the evolution of our culture 

during the last 30 years, and even more specifically, to 

understand our particular digital behaviour. Used inspirationally 

or ironically, the line still has a strong relevance to one of the 

most opened up economies, according to the Heritage Foundation
5
. 

We are a country highly globalized in the economic, having 

great opportunities of consuming access  at an extent  not even

“IN CHILE, YOU WILL SEE 
HOW THEY TREAT FRIENDS 
FROM ABROAD” 4
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the most optimistic ones could have foreseen few years ago. Being the 

first South American country in which the remarkable fashion brand 

H&M has opened a store, the first one to host the world-famous music 

festival Lollapalooza outside the US, and one of the markets with the 

greatest growth projection for Starbucks since its arrival 10 years ago, 

Chile is seen as a true try-out zone for the rest of the Latin American 

markets.

But this phenomenon goes beyond the economic aspect. We are a culture 

that has no restrictions when it comes to adopting what comes from 

abroad, especially from the US, and in that sense, we have no issues in 

readily embracing customs as diverse as Halloween, ‘Cybermonday’, or 

having a ‘brunch’ with colleagues or friends. It is ‘cool’ to be part of these 

traits. Acknowledging and naturally embracing them is a symbol for 

cultural status. And this, the status factor, is a key concept that is worth 

mentioning since it is a fundamental element to explain our digital 

identity.



According to Chilescopio 2013, a noticeable trend among Chileans is 

‘to turn to associativity so as to be heard and achieve interests’. This 

fact does not sound unreasonable to any Chilean in the light of the 

recent tragic events, which have compelled ourselves to be more 

supportive to each other than ever in order to move forward as a 

country.

The first of those events was the devastating earthquake that struck 

Chile in 2010, an important landmark for the use of Twitter in our 

country. As most electronic devices were unavailable for several 

days (telephone, mobile phones, desktop computers with Internet 

access), the rate and amount of information that could be sent and 

received by a 140 letter twit made this platform the most highly 

regarded social network among a considerable percentage of the 

population. The adherence to this social platform was so massive 

ever since that, according to the technological innovation company 

Simplycit
7
, the number of users of such social network grew up to 

190% after that fateful day of February.

7
Simplicit. Chile. 2010.

To many people, this day represents the beginning of a long and 

still-standing relationship with Twitter, becoming a platform that 

plays a huge role on influencing public opinion in the country. Its 

influence is as well respected as traditional media itself (there are 

many online newspapers that devote several pages to Twitter 

reactions to a any particular event). Also, it is has become the 

second screen platform used to share comments or reactions to any 

sport, politic or showbiz-related event. 

Another events reflecting the need of being ‘online’ were the 2011 

student protests. Being led mainly by high school and university 

students, one of the tools for coordinating and gathering was the 

social networks. Things such as planning meetings via WhatsApp 

and students committees on Facebook allowed the first social 

revolution in the country with the social networks at its best. These 

gathered thousands of people in the streets with a remarkable level 

of organization. 

known in Chile, can only be explained from the digital illiteracy point 

of view or even from an ideological stance against highly 

technological devices, but it is never an issue of access. The 

competitive industry of Chilean telecommunications allows users to 

obtain a free basic smartphone when hiring a mobile phone plan. On 

top of that, if we consider the fact that mobile phones in Chile have 

the lowest costs in the region, and that the booming communication 

industry is constantly inviting us to ‘evolve’ and to be part of ‘the new 

generation’, we can easily conclude that having a mobile phone with 

Internet access can define the extent at which a person is 

technologically in vogue in relation to the rest of the society.

This trend has escalated over year and the phenomenon of mobile 

web is now across all users.

The importance of being online for most Chileans is closely 

connected to an interesting piece of information yielded by DIGILATS 

JWT 2013: The use of social networks is one of the highest in the 

region, positing Facebook as virtually universal. This phenomenon 

can be also explained by the evolution of behaviour of Chilean mobile 

users during the last few years, and their quick capacity for adopting 

global digital networks.

In 2013, Chilescopio6, one of the most well known studies on the 

Chilean lifestyle, yielded a trend in Chileans towards ‘aspirations 

heavily oriented to individualism and dedicated to the private sector’ 

and ‘purchase behaviour that discreetly mixes optimization and 

self-indulgence’. This shows a pursuit for a sense of identity based 

on the acquisition of material goods having a symbolic value. 

In this context, mobile technology represents the peak of success.

By now, for Chileans, the least important aspect of a mobile phone is 

its capacity to make an actual call. Having an old-fashioned mobile, 

or a ‘brick’, as they are popularly 

4
“Si vas para Chile”. Faró, Chito. Chile. 1942

5
“Index of Economic Freedom”. Heritage Foundation. Estados Unidos. 

2013

6
“Chilescopio”. UDD. Chile. 2013.
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So far, we have been discussing the relationship 

between Chilean people and the digital world and the 

way they have transversally adopted it as a social 

element of status and for gathering people together. But 

what is the role of brands in the scenario?

Our study concluded that Chile stands out for having a 

considerable percentage of “Digital Personas” who are 

characterized by seeing everything that is digital with 

fear and suspicion. This is due to the fact that the privacy 

issue, phising, identity theft and account hacking are still 

relevant nowadays despite all the efforts several areas 

(such as banks, retail companies, and fashion brands) 

have made in order to push forward ways to diminish 

such risks.

From a different point of view, Chile stands out as being one of the 

most ‘functional’ countries and quite concrete when it comes to 

relating to brands. They are consumers that turn to brands for 

specific purposes only (promotions, discounts, and similar 

instances) and not in the effort of consumering the contents 

produced by these brands.

This might be explained by the scepticism towards banks, drug 

store chains, telecommunication or retail companies that have 

come to the fore due to irregularities in their operation, which 

ultimately affects their image.

As Twitter is considered as a legitimate tool for the transmission of 

collective/particular discontent, we realize that Chilean people are 

extremely judgemental on the way they think that brands should not 

treat their customers, therefore, they will not hesitate to use this 

platform as a mechanism to defend their rights, if the standard 

procedure of complaining at the brand does not work. 

This leads many companies to resentfully see the presentation of 

any idea going beyond the concrete economic benefit, fearing they 

might be victims of public scrutiny in social networks in the case of 

not meeting people’s expectations. 

We started this essay by defining the Chilean culture as one 

exceptionally prone to embrace any trait that might seem exciting 

and useful for their lives no matter its origin. We have also 

confirmed that the average Chilean person adopts very quickly the 

use of mobile web and that he or she has made the social networks 

a fundamental part of their daily life. But it seems crucial to 

understand that the key for brands to fully be part of that booming 

technological side of people’s lives lays upon accurately adapting 

their digital behaviour to precisely those things that the Chilean 

consumer needs/shares/longs for. We are facing well informed and 

critic consumers, but also consumers who are eager to look for 

elements that foster their identity and aspirations. The only way to 

be part of their world is through helping them build it, define it and 

developed it into the future.

THIS OPENS UP THE
LAST KEY POINT IN
THIS ESSAY: 
THE DIGITAL AS A
MECHANISM OF
CITIZEN ACTION.
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For many years, our country was known by its negative facts that 

overshadowed the positive ones. Fortunately, the country achieved 

a recovery from those dark times and paradoxically, has become 

one spot of hope for the world due to its promising economy, its 

attractive market and the stability of its government policies. The 

country is enjoying a new era and all this hope and prosperity is 

reflected in the digital landscape.

web scout
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We have been surprised on how the country is climbing the digital rankings: one of 

the most impressive facts has to do with our number of Facebook users that 

positions Colombia as the 15th country in the worldwide users ranking, sharing the 

list with countries we would have never imagine only a few years ago, such as 

Japan, that is just one position behind us8. But surprise does not stop here: even 

more significant, we proudly own a very high Internet penetration of 60% that 

surpasses Mexico (37%) and Brazil (46%)9.

Of course, there is a combination of events, which has brought us to this scenario. 

One of the top priorities in the current Government agenda is the fast expansion 

and evolution of digital access and penetration. The plan is called “Vive Digital”; it 

states that the massive use of digital tools is a strategy to give universal access to 

education, obtain collective prosperity and strengthen the country’s 

competitiveness. It was accompanied, among others, by innovativepolicies on 

retail prices of hardware and software such as tax removals for sales and 

importing, leading the country to be the cheapest place where to buy technology in the 

region
10

. These policies have affected not only the tenure of devices but have 

helped Colombians to become voracious consumers of digital content.

“Vive Digital” benefits mainly lower income consumers - the majority of the 

population – that historically represented a challenge for many brands in terms of 

relevance and touch points. Now is the moment to approach these consumers in 

different ways and obtain information about their preferences and behaviors, 

taking advantage of their indoctrination to digital experiences.



always fast adopters of mobile technologies as it has been proved by 

the fast development of the cellular phones market in the country vs. 

the region. This eagerness for mobile technology was demonstrated 

again in a recent study from Flurry Mobile Consultants that pointed out 

Colombia as the faster adopter of the iOS mobile technology and 

Android, over our fellow CIVETS: Vietnam, Turkey, Ukraine, Egypt, 

China, Chile and India, among others.

On the other hand, out of home, Colombians are enjoying many Wi-Fi 

free spots. Users of Claro (the mobile carrier leader) can access the 

web from multiple locations within large cities thanks to free Wi-Fi 

service and non-Claro customers can access to this free services for 30 

minutes at a time for no cost. Additionally, during 2009, the city of 

Bucaramanga became the first city in Colombia to offer free Wi-Fi for 

80% of its population and during 2012, as part of the “Bogotá Humana” 

program, the local authorities in Bogotá implemented free Wi-Fi 

throughout the city, and pledged to implement at least 30 more points 

in the near future
12
.Consequently, the creation of content is already 

critical for brands. Yet, it seems as though the generation of branded 

digital content is not keeping pace with growth in Internet penetration 

nor in the creation and adoption of apps by consumers.

11
“Los colombianos, más exigentes y conocedores al comprar 

tecnología”. El Tiempo: 

http://www.eltiempo.com/tecnologia/actualidad/como-compran-tecn

ologia-en-colombia-_12635842-4. 2013. Page 73. 

12
“Bucaramanga primera ciudad del País Wi-Fi Gratis” ITM 

Telecomunicaciones: 

http://itmtelecomunicaciones.blogspot.com/2009/06/bucaramanga-pr

imera-ciudad-del-pais-wi.html. 2009.

Mobile-friendly websites are lagging the demand for them. We have 

reached a time of urgency for marketers develop mobile sites, or 

improve the existing ones that are not taking advantage of the 

consumer reality.

DIGILATS JWT 2013 is a deep dive on details concerning the digital 

landscape in Latin America, but the most useful input for marketers 

are the insights and the cultural codes that have brought the digital 

landscape this far. The new era and wellbeing of the country 

obviously give us a help to understand the reasons for this evolution, 

but

  

8
“Facebook Statistics by Country”. Social bakers: 

http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/

9
“Internet usage statistic” Internet World Stats: 

http://www.internetworldstats.com/. 2012

10
“Comprar computador en Colombia es más barato que en toda 

América”.Mintic:http://www.mintic.gov.co/index.php/mn-news/1359-

comprar-computador-en-colombia-es-mas-barato-que-en-toda-

america. 2013.

the pace and speed makes us think of it more as a revolution that 

would not have never been possible without the cultural 

characteristics of its population, who have found in Internet a dream 

came true. We are going through a momentum that marketers 

should not let go by. This convergence has disclosed endless 

opportunities for brands to connect with consumers from a 

commercial point of view, but also to demonstrate their 

commitment with society. 

DIGILATS JWT 2013 demonstrated that Colombians spend more time 

surfing the web through their phone than other Latin Americans and 

are the population with the highest tablet access in the Region. The 

love for mobile technology in the country is “in the air”. All over the 

place, people use and desire mobile devices; and actually, the most 

desired object for Colombians is a tablet
11
. Colombians have been

WE ARE JUST
MOBILE LOVERS
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Colombians are considerably more likely to consume content online 

as well as comment, upload photos/videos, share and across the 

region, are among the most willing to exchange value for 

access-particularly by viewing ads, commenting and sharing16. This 

willingness of Colombians to exchange value with brands opens up 

opportunities for marketers to join the conversation and obtain 

valuable information about consumer’s preferences. It is important 

for brands to understand where and why people are deriving value 

from them, and how this is driving interaction and engagement. 

Brands must adjust their strategies to this learning and work to 

generate new and fresh engagements in social media – unique from 

those used in traditional media.

Regarding to brands, according to DIGILATS JWT 2013, on average, 

Colombians have connection with 9 brands through social media , a 

not negligible number for marketers. This is probably due to their 

desire to be informed about good deals, which create a favorable 

environment for brand creativity and experiences. We have been 

conscientious buyers; so now with the help of technology, it would be 

unforgivable to miss a deal. ¿But shouldn’t this the moment be 

meant to add more excitement to this relationships? The consumers

want to get more, and enjoy more from brands. They are primed for

this relationship to take bloom.  

Given that Colombia has historically been a closed economy - and 

remains one of the most closed economies of the region – it suggests a 

fertile territory for brands to surprise, educate and entertain 

consumers who are not accustomed to such an explosion of brand 

experiences. 

DIGILATS JWT 2013 showed us online consumers in Colombia 

multitask while surfing the internet above the average in Latin 

American for the majority of activities: eating, working, cooking, 

socializing, reading, among others
13

. A recent survey ran by the 

“Centro Nacional de Consultoría”  has provided additional data to 

illustrate this:

- 55% said the cellular phone is the first thing they check in the     

   morning and the last thing they check before going to bed.

- Colombians check the phone at least once an hour, and 70% say  

   they could not stand it for more than a day without their phone.

According to the 2012 “Study of Digital Consumption” 
15

from the 

Colombian Government and “Ipsos Napoleón Franco”, the desktop 

computer was still the device most used by Colombians to access the 

web, but its usage has declined 11% compared with 2010 as users

starting using portable computers (39%), smartphones (23%) and 

tablets (3%). Currently there are plenty of doors available to access 

digital content in its variety of forms 24/7 which added to our natural 

inclination for doing many things at the same time. It seems 

Colombians are creating an ecosystem of “personal technological 

devices” that signals a potential paradise for brands, one which has 

yet to be fully exploited.  To date, few, if any, multiscreen strategies 

are being developed in the country, leaving untapped the fertile 

behavior that audiences are displaying and thirsting for.

WILLING TO EXCHANGE VALUE

13
DIGILATS JWT 2013

14
“Colombianos son adictos al celular aunque dicen que no deja 

pensar” . 

Mintic:http://diarioadn.co/actualidad/tecnolog%C3%ADa/adicción-a-

los-teléfonos-celulares-en-colombia-1.22128. 2012.
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E-commerce in Colombia behaves similar of what is happening in the rest of the region but 

DIGILATS JWT 2013 showed us that overall, Colombians are just less likely than LATAM 

neighbors to purchase online.

The slow development of e-commerce in the country is explained by three main reasons: the 

expanded perception of insecurity in transactions, the banking lags and the preference for real 

salespeople/in-store experts. In fact, according to DIGILATS JWT 2013, sales persons are more 

influential in Colombia than elsewhere
18

,

8
“8 de cada 10 colombianos están usando Internet”. 

Mintic: http://www.mintic.gov.co/index.php/mn-news/1903-8-de-

cada-10-colombianos-usan-internet. 2012.  
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The slow development of e-commerce in the country is explained by three main reasons: the 

expanded perception of insecurity in transactions, the banking lags and the preference for real 

salespeople/in-store experts. In fact, according to DIGILATS JWT 2013, sales persons are more 

influential in Colombia than elsewhere
18

, probably reinforced by the fear of “being deceived” we 

have developed over the years. According to a research conducted by Motorola Solutions in 

Latin America
19

, two-in-three consumers prefer to shop in a physical store rather than online. 

Even though, while Colombians may not be transacting a lot online, the Internet certainly plays 

a significant role in the path to purchase. “Before they go to the store, Colombian people get 

informed and like to compare prices over the Internet,” says Rodrigo Fajardo, President of 

Falabella. Therefore, as a component of the buying process, the Internet is quickly becoming 

the Colombian shopper’s best friend. In addition, this digitally enhanced process could be 

nurtured by brands. As a result, consumers will gratefully respond by returning their affection 

with deeper brand relationships. Local marketers need to make it a priority to improve their 

digital experience, as foreign e-commerce sites are already doing a very good job at this and 

gaining consumer preference. 

WE ACCEPT
INTERNET AS
A WINDOW
SHOPPING,
NOT YET AS
A STORE
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ALWAYS-SOCIAL ENTHUSIASTS
According to the segmentation of DIGILATS JWT 2013, Colombia has 

a higher proportion of Social Enthusiasts than Latam. “Social 

enthusiasts are among the most social persona, having one of the 

highest numbers of Facebook friends of any segment”.

We already talked about our impressive number of Facebook users. 

Added to that, we surprisingly found through our DIGILATS JWT 

2013, Twitter and Google+ enjoy more popularity in Colombia than in

other markets in the region. As the Facebook like hood, the use of 

these two tools can be explained by how important we consider 

personal relationships.

In Colombia, interpersonal relationships are warm and deep, often 

from the outset:  “When you meet someone new, you ask for their 

name, you ask where they study or work, you ask about their 

family, and on and on. When you are looking for a job, you have to 

have someone who recommends you”, says Camilo Herrera, 

President of Raddar
20

. This is why, people have found on social 

networks a great extension of its 

19
“Consumidores prefieren comprar en tiendas fisicas que en 

internet” Crónica: 

http://www.cronica.com.mx/notas/2013/756096.html. 2013

20
“Así compramos: 4 insights colombianos”. Revista P&M: 

http://www.revistapym.com.co/destacados/asi-compramos-4-insig

hts-colombianos. 2011.

desire to start and maintain relationships. It explains why, different 

to other countries, Colombians tweet more to keep in touch and less 

to share content according to a research from the Meridian Group.

As marketers, the convergence of so many favorable events must 

make us feel a sense of urgency to take advantage of the momentum. 

This is a very decisive moment in our history: better economic 

conditions for everyone, better perception of security, economic 

openness, and a huge government push towards digital 

development. Brands and marketers have to be alert about the 

importance of being digitally ready now. Colombian consumers are 

already a step ahead of what the majority of brands are offering 

digitally, and the time is passing by. Consumer enthusiasm will not 

last forever, and those marketers who can successfully engage and 

surprise consumers will be the ones who establish an advantage 

moving forward. 

The importance we grant to social relations is strengthened by the 

social conditions, which has brought some painful experiences, like 

the unique massive migration phenomena. This sad situation has 

elevated the value of being in touch with family and friends. This 

phenomenon has contributed to driving Colombian’s use of the web 

for social interactions and has transformed how friends and family 

stay in touch, in both the place of departure and destination. 

Another explanation of the “social media movement” can be hosted 

into our entrepreneurial spirit. Colombia is a country filled with 

optimistic entrepreneurs taking advantage of social media as a 

marketing channel. According to GEM (Global Entrepreneurship 

Monitor), Colombia ranks first out of 54 countries in the category of 

leadership on the intention of creating new enterprises.

8“8 de cada 10 colombianos están usando Internet”. 

Mintic: http://www.mintic.gov.co/index.php/mn-news/1903-8-de-

cada-10-colombianos-usan-internet. 2012.  
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ECUADOR



Since the Internet boom, Ecuador has always been in the 

bottom of the statistics for Internet access per person. Only two 

out of five Ecuadorians have Internet access, but among those 

with daily access to internet, their usage is quite universal. 

Ecuador is divided in four regions, with four main cities; two in 

the highlands and two in the coast. Quito (the Capital) it’s the 

second most populated city in Ecuador, and has the highest 

internet access with a 46%. Then we have Guayaquil, the most 

populated city and economical capital of the country, with a 

44%. Manta and Machala, which are next on the list, can go as 

low as 24%, which brings down the national average considerately. 
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This being said, one of the main reasons why Ecuador has only had a 10% growth 

in the last four years, is mainly because the lack of innovation, the service 

providers are mainly a duopoly making it a restricted competition. This limited 

number of suppliers can set prices, which mainly are above what many 

Ecuadorians can easily afford. Nevertheless Ecuadorians manage to use less 

speed (2050 kbps for around $20) and just suffer the consequences of Internet’s 

“rush hour”.

According to the Ecuadorian national institute of statistics (INEC), smartphones 

have increased in over 16% in the past year, resulting in a 58% of Ecuadorians 

using smartphones and having a new and faster way to access the internet. With 

this, the internet access has increased and will increase considerately more, 

though mainly through mobile phones or tablets and not the regular laptops or 

desktops.

Things look better every year for Ecuador in the Internet department. The 

government is mostly attempting to accelerate the digital adoption, even though 

the government maintains a strict quota in imports for smart phones and 

tablets, they are also introducing little by little this technologies to the rural 

areas (which in Ecuador can go up to 70% of the population). Most of the 

government services are online now; most of the information and procedures 

are also online now. The government is also subsiding the cost for mobile 

phones to low income people, and recently distributed free tablets for all 

graduating classes of 2014 in Guayaquil. (Not private).
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With this the government hopes to change the fact that around 25% 

of the internet users just accessed internet for the first time in the 

last five years. It is also very important to emphasize that in Ecuador, 

home access is supplemented in part by access at work, internet 

cafes and hotspots. 

According to the INEC, only 39% (at most) of the internet active 

population have internet access at their homes, making the internet 

a very profitable business. “CyberCafes” (which is basically a 

computer rental service) are scattered all around the city, with an 

average price of $1 per hour. Although it is reasonably priced, it is 

perceived as expensive do to the extreme low income of most 

Ecuadorians. It was recently announced that Guayaquil’s local 

government will be soon launching free Wi-Fi all around the city, 

wirelessly and free. Guayaquil wants to be in first place in internet 

access in Ecuador. However, observing how the Internet has 

changed the life of users, frequent access and higher usage will only 

increase. This will encourage users to find new ways of accessing 

the web - through tablets and smart phones, and force Internet 

providers, in the long range, to improve their experience.

Due to this extremely rapid growth of smartphones in Ecuador, and 

the new reality that a majority of Ecuadorians has a smartphone, all 

websites should have a mobile-enabled version or an app, as they’re 

playing an important role in engaging with customers. Since 

Ecuadorian internet users spend less time using the internet, even 

though they love to surf the web, marketers should consider to 

create web content that minimizes the download and consumption 

time, or to create web content that is so irresistibly engaging, that 

consumers can’t help but spend time with the idea.

Under a recent new government regulation in communication, 

media companies are restricted in how much information can be 

communicated. For example, in September 2010 there was an inner 

conflict in Ecuador between the police and the president. While the 

government ran a special national broadcast on the issue, it 

restricted traditional media companies from doing so. In this 

instance Twitter filled the gap, people created the hash tag #30s and 

started telling their own stories, sharing pictures and information, 

so social networks became the “go-to” source for trustworthy and 

timely information.  

This new communication regulations and laws have change the use 

of most active Internet users, especially if they express themselves 

or write in social networks. The Ecuadorian government now has 

special powers in digitally tracking what individuals write or post on 

websites, especially if the material contains any anti-government 

content. People are now headed to websites where they can hide 

their identity. 82% of the active Internet population worries what the 

Internet companies do with their personal information online, and 

79% worry about inadvertently sharing too much personal 

information online. Seven out of ten admit they don’t know some of 

their social connections very well, but this is a cultural thing in 

Ecuador, Ecuadorians need to know more people for them to feel 

socially accepted, it is very common to send requests to people you 

don’t know or want to know or have met very briefly in an occasion.

Whoever has more friends or more likes or more “happy birthday” 

wishes on their Facebook wall, automatically is considered more 

popular than others. People want and tend that their social 

networks conveys a certain image of them, even if it is not the real 

one. Ecuadorian culture makes most of the new Internet users; 

addicted, just because they want to be informed, they want to know 

everything about what is going on in everyone else’s life. That is why 

gossip shows are so huge in Ecuador. So, new internet users usually 

start in social networks like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, 

because they want to compare their lives, to see who is dating who, 

where someone is eating or partying, the pictures of vacations, what 

somebody bought, and people spend so much time looking for 

gossips and information about others, that Digital Marketing is a 

must for any company. While people are looking for all of this 

information about others and surfing the web in so many ways so 

they can find every single detail of something, their attention can be 

easily taken away with the proper digital marketing strategy.

When it comes to brands, Ecuadorians follow around 10 brands. 

Brands in Ecuador tend to be using social networking sites for 

providing information about promotions or contests. The effect of 

this strategy is “training” young Ecuadorians to engage is shallow 

brand engagements (rational), as opposed to brand building 

(emotional). Brands are also using the Internet as a new way of 

communicating their advertising campaigns.  While this is a good 

way to drive integration of multi-channel campaigns, brand 

marketers are leaving opportunities on the table, as consumers are



looking for and expecting way more than just getting offers or 

promotions from the social networks. 

Ecuadorians expect, and want brands to provide information 

through social media. Marketers should focus on information about 

their brands or products. But an eye should be clearly focused on 

brand building, not just short-term tactics.

E-commerce is growing, but it is not quite developed yet. Even 

geographically speaking it is not evenly distributed. More than half 

of the E-commerce in Ecuador is in Guayaquil, Quito and Machala, 

which is not even the 33% of the Ecuadorian population. One of the 

most successful Internet transactions in Ecuador might be 

traveling. People look for destinations, people look for fares, people 

compare, and they are just so tempted to buy immediately because 

there is a very real risk that the fare can change or just taken by 

someone else. In general, levels of distrust run high in Ecuador, 

largely due to the amount of violence and corruption Ecuadorians 

are exposed to almost daily.  As a result, Ecuadorians have 

developed a cautious sensibility, which extends to the world of 

e-commerce. Several years ago, there was an incident in Ecuador 

where the cloning and stealing of credit cards was prevalent.  Since 

then, Ecuadorians have been reluctant to use credit cards online, 

using hem only in cases where they feel safe, like airlines or other 

VeriSign websites.

According to Supertel, in 2013 there are only 232 e-commerce sites 

in Ecuador. However, there is more than US$560 million spent via 

credit cards online (INEC, 2013). How can this be so?  Ecuadorians 

are often utilizing sites outside of Ecuador, such as Amazon or 

Mercado Libre. Women are driving e-commerce.  According to 

report from INEC in 2013, 64% of those making purchases online are 

women, with a focus on fashion products.  This is largely driven by a 

greater variety online compared to what Ecuadorian women will find 

at their local retailers.

Many marketers are taking a wait-and-see approach with the 

Internet, thinking that the channel’s immaturity allows them this 

luxury.  This is wrong!  The Internet is having a dramatic impact on 

the youth of Ecuador – the future customers of most marketers.  

These young people are already online, and are already researching

and searching for products and services online.  And often, they’re 

not finding certain brands! And we can make them find those 

brands.  The Internet isn’t something that’s going to happen soon, 

it’s already happening.  Brands need to be brave and at minimum 

start engaging with the channel. 

Most Ecuadorians use Internet for social networks. Marketers 

should take advantage of this. They need to engage the possible 

customer to the platform. A unique interaction they wouldn’t 

experience when visiting your website or store, is a must. You can be 

authentic, show brand caring and many other strategies to 

understand the behavior of your users and giving them what they 

really want. Brands should approach social networks with a 

strategy, with goals and measurements. 

We can’t just ignore the growth of mobile phones in the last two 

years. They should be taken as a wake-up call for marketers, since 

this means that Ecuador is rapidly growing in mobile Internet, with 

fewer consumers via computers. Online Marketing should be 

diversified to take advantage of the competition. Content is very 

important in mobile webs, but apps engage the consumer with the 

brand ON A DAILY BASIS. Just like in Latin America, Internet is also 

transforming life in Ecuador. 89% say they love surfing the Internet. 

74% says that Internet makes their life easier. 66% the Internet has 

changed their life. 54% say that they can’t imagine their life without 

Internet. (LATAM)

This being said, the majority of active Internet users in Ecuador, 

have changed their lives because of the Internet. The Internet is the 

best place for a brand to fidelice their customers and attracts their 

possible customers, while making it a unique and memorable 

experience. Ecuador is not fully developed in this area; Ecuador 

lacks a lot of digital marketing culture, which is why the best 

moment is now. The best way to enter a digital marketing culture is 

to create it yourself. Ecuadorians are buying products, consuming 

entertainment and researching brands today.  If you’re not there, 

they’ll find someone else. The time is now. It is a great opportunity.



MEXICO



“The Mexican whether young or old, criollo or mestizo, general 
or laborer or professional, seems to me as a person who shuts 
himself away and protects himself: his face is a mask, as is his 
smile…. In short, he builds a wall between reality and himself …” 
Octavio Paz21

In one of the most famous literary analyses of Mexican culture, 
Octavio digs into the Mexican instinct of protecting one’s true 
self behind a mask of sorts through the use of language and by 
constantly monitoring what one reveals to the world22.  Such an 
instinct is becoming a global trend in our digital age as people 
become more aware of the impact of their digital activities when
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 seeking for jobs, dating, etc.  In nations where the notion of guarding 
your identity at all times is rare, many may start mimicking the 
Mexican internet user’s masking skills to prevent themselves from 
over-sharing and defend from the permanence of their digital 
activities.

Mexico’s use of a hermetic identity started as a survival strategy from 
centuries of continuous conquests and violent political upheavals and 
evolved into an automatic response to daily life23. 

The country’s language privileges an indirect way of addressing topics 
that distances both the listener and speaker from the message.  
Expats in Mexico are often frustrated by this, particularly with the fact 
that “no” and “yes” can have a large variety of meanings. This is the 
result of the culture dictating that it is more important to show others 
you have what they want rather than make any weakness or inability to 
help another evident. Colloquial language is full of negative phrase 
linked to the act of opening up. Specifically, one of the worst insults a 
man can receive is to “rajarse” (slice oneself open) in front of another 
as this openness suggests weakness and signals that the person 
opening up is ready to be conquered24.



21Paz, Octavio. Laberinto de la soledad. New York: Penguin Books, 
1997. Print.
22IBID
23IBID
24Crouch, Ned. Mexicans & Americans: Cracking the Culture Code. 
Maine: Nicholas Brealey Publishing, 2004. Print.

The main concept behind this is that those who are open and 
transparent place themselves as the weaker party in the 
conversation and not in the same league as the person who does not 
open up. In lucha libre, the popular Mexican wrestling sport, the 
highest offence is to be unmasked by an opponent. The unmasked 
wrestler writhes in shame on the floor as exposing his true face is 
equivalent to losing his power; he must thereafter wait two years to 
wear his mask again or change his identity25. Popular folklore 
suggests that the Saint, the most iconic of all Mexican lucha libre 
wrestlers, died the day he took of his mask. Strength and status lie 
with those who mask themselves.

Masking not only strengthens one’s position, but is also the key to in 
achieving aspirational goals. In the JWT Intelligence Survey of the 
Mexican Working Woman, image and the perception others have of 
oneself was almost as important as job security and outranked 
worries about salary increases26. Feminine beauty in Mexico is not 
about attraction but, rather, about acceptance within a specific social 
group. This is the reason highly sensual beauty ads from Brazil, for 
example, are not successful within the Mexican market.   Success 
follows the image, not vice versa27. 

The instinct to carefully cultivate the correct image is alive and well in 
the digital age, albeit transformed and using a new language.   Camila 
Gonzalez, a columnist for the Marketing magazine Merca 2.0, 
laments “We sell ourselves through our social networks, we place 
ads of some form when we register in social platforms… we sell 
ourselves all the time… highlight our strengths and yes, hide our 
monsters. Yes, when we post a picture on Facebook or tweet a 
philosophical thought, we are doing some type of branding”28. In the 
digital age, the Mexican mask has become personal branding.

25González Sosa, Zaide, and Silvia Alejandra Vallejo Carrasco. "La 
lucha libre: Definición, historia y significado en la cultura mexicana 
." Colección de Tesis Digitales Universidad de las Américas 
26Mack, Ann. "The reality of the working woman: Her impact in the 
female target beyond consumption." Convención AMAP. AMPA. 
Mexico City. 27 10 2010. Address.
27Interviews 
28González, Camilia. "Me vendo, me vendo…." Merca 2.0. 06 07 2013: 
n. page. Web. 30 Sep. 2013. 
<http://www.merca20.com/me-vendo-me-vendo-2/>.

While, before, masking was driven by a need for protection, today it is 
driven by a need to always show our best face. The two most 
important uses Mexicans give social networks are activities that 
involve, by nature, a large amount of filtering: hunting for a 
significant other or a job29.  More than half of Mexican companies use 
social networks for recruitment30 and 2 out of three Mexican
Internet users use the networks, mainly Facebook, to search for 
jobs31.  It is common to be asked about things you posted on your 
twitter or Facebook feed when in an interview. A mask is a key 
element in presenting a personal brand that will appeal to one’s 
potential romantic conquest and to future employers.     

JWT INTELLIGENCE HAS
IDENTIFIED THIS AS A
WORLD WIDE
PHENOMENON
CALLING THE 
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Trend “Going private in Public”.  As social media becomes a common 
space and there is an increased awareness of being monitored by 
various players, people all around the world are searching for what 
the Mexicans excel at:  creating masks to

present the most attractive version of themselves and demonstrate 
association with those who are successful.   Manifestations in the 
rest of the world appear as external strategies such as apps like 
Snapchat, which erases texts, or regulations such as those in Europe 
that give more control to the consumer32. Mexico’s strategies are 
internal: a result of consumer behavior to achieve a similar result.  
As this trend gains strength, the online behavior of Mexicans can 
gives us clues as to how other consumers may act.

29"Redes sociales en Mexico." La economía. n.d. n. page. Web. 30 Sep. 
2 0 1 3 . 
<http://www.laeconomia.com.mx/redes-sociales-en-mexico/>.
30Notimex, . "‘Eres lo que publicas’; por un uso correcto de las redes 
sociales." Milenio. (2013): n. page. Web. 30 Sep. 2013. 
<http://www.milenio.com/cdb/doc/noticias2011/f9588620b520dff87
9a91ba1e533f0d1>.
31Notimex. "2 de cada 3 mexicanos buscan empleo en redes sociales 
Leer Más: 
http://www.animalpolitico.com/2013/03/2-de-cada-3-mexicanos-bu
scan-empleo-en-redes-sociales/
32JWT Intelligence, JWT 10 trends for 2013. JWT Intelligence, n.d. 
Web.

In our survey, 52% of all Mexicans believe that it is important that 
their social network profiles convey a certain image of themselves. 
This number increased among 18-24 year olds. Another survey 
discovered that Mexicans spend, on average, 4 or more hours 
curating their profiles to convey a certain image33. Media, from those 
targeting high-level executives to first time mothers, are saturated 
with articles about the importance of online profiles, key rules for 
curating your profile and the consequences of not doing so. DIGILATS 
JWT 2013 data, as well as ComScore stats, show that, while Mexicans 
are average or above average consumers of content, they lag in 
content creation, particularly when posting reviews or opinions about 
brands, products, or services.  This behavior has changed as apps  

and social networks create tools that increase the quality of content, 
such as Instagram filters. Mexicans also try to control their personal 
brand by limiting the audience that can access it.  In our survey we 
can see that Mexicans are also more careful than the regional 
average regarding the number of friends they accept in social 
networks and have lower percentages of ”friends” they do not know. 

When Mexicans want to expose a more honest but, perhaps, a less 
socially acceptable aspect of their identity, they turn to anonymity 
tactics. In this, teens are the ultimate experts. In order to have a 
Facebook presence while avoiding parental interference, many teens 
create an alternative profile with a pseudonym that only their friends 
know about. Yet, pseudonyms are not just used by teens. In the north 
of Mexico, where Twitter has a higher penetration, Microsoft 
discovered that the main use was to share news of violence or events 
related to the narcos.  To avoid being targeted by the cartels and still 
transmit key information, users have created false twitter accounts 
and developed a series of code words34. The rising tweet stars who 
are aren’t celebrities operate under the pseudonym of an alter ego 
that shines a light on truths about society that no one dares voice.  
One tweet star, @ES_asi, wrote on her profile that “she is a woman 
who says what everyone thinks but no one says about women, men,

33"Redes sociales en Mexico." La economía. n.d. n. page. Web. 30 
Sep. 2013. 
<http://www.laeconomia.com.mx/redes-sociales-en-mexico/>.
34"Redes sociales, principal fuente en guerra contra el 
narco."Terra.com. N.p., 25 06 2013. Web. 
<http://noticias.terra.com.mx/mexico/redes-sociales-principal-fue
nte-en-guerra-contra-el-narco,e88ab4d07187f310VgnCLD2000000dc
6eb0aRCRD.html>.
"Narcotwit, plataforma para filtrar información confiable en redes ." 
Quadratin. Agencia Quadratin, 12 9 2013. Web. 
<http://www.quadratin.com.mx/sucesos/Narcotwit-plataforma-par
a-filtrar-informacion-confiable-en-redes/>.

relationships, and other things”.  During the launch event for her 
book, she wore a mask and stated that she would never reveal her



identity because, as long as she did not have a real name, she could function as the voice of the collective.  She said she had noticed among her 

followers that they often retweeted phrases that they secretly believed but that, when challenged, they could always say, “Oh, those aren’t my 

words”.  People used pseudonyms to express views that are not socially acceptable and also to avoid the consequences of stating them. 

The last strategy has to do with handling multiple social networks.  Mexico is one of the most active countries in Facebook and network 

participation still shows significant growth across all demographic groups, yet it does not have the highest growth rate. Those that have

higher growth rates offer varying combinations of alternatives to hide one’s identity and a focus on an activity.  Ask.fm is one of the fastest 

growing sites where users ask other users questions with the option of remaining anonymous.  Others focus on learning (Quizlet) or sharing 

pictures (Pinterest)35. 

The Brands that succeed online will be those that grasp how Mexicans go private in public.  One way of doing this is to facilitate access to groups 

or people who represent success for the consumer.   Nike’s success with the American shirt allows teens to truly become part of the team they 

admired without placing them in a situation where they could potentially fail. Fashion Brands’ Facebook page has high relevance because it 

allows users to associate themselves with a lifestyle they wish to have and share that 

they are part of that lifestyle by liking a pages.  If brands are tied to an aspirational way of life, they can still be relevant to Mexicans by providing 

them access to tools that will improve the image they wish to achieve.  Food brands are offering solutions across a variety of platforms and 

answering question on the fly and, while there may be less sharing, there are definitely plenty of comments and requests to clarify instructions. 
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Brands that are more expressive and need a more honest connection, a particularly relevant characteristic for those targeting teens, might 

need activities in sites where the user can hide his or her identity or the conversation can be limited to a specific activity.   The low sodium cold 

cut brand Balance, while allowing Facebook connection, has most of its traffic on its own site, as users do not wish to broadcast to their entire 

social network that they do not think they are currently leading a healthy lifestyle.  Bebemundo, a lifestyle brand targeted to new parents, has 

highly active forums where 

35Marchant, Ivan. "Futuro Digital México 2013 y tendencias de medición." . Comscore, n.d. Web.

users feel free to reveal highly personal concerns and worries while using a pseudonym. Conversations range from figuring out if one needs to 

take a baby to the doctor to lack of libido.

In a world where consumers are increasingly concerned with what their online activities reveal about them, activity masking will increase. 

Right now, while other nations exhibit a heavy reliance on external aides such as apps or services to erase unwanted activities, Mexican 

consumers are leading the way in managing their online interactions.  Through a variety of strategies that range from careful handling of online 

connections with friends and brands to creating alternate identities on different social networks, Mexicans are working to perfect the art of 

personal branding.  

Brands need to respect this instinct and determine how they can help create the mask their client needs. 
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Hundreds of statistical studies on Peruvian consumers made in the 
last decade agree to emphasize a clear situation: Peruvian society is 
in permanent change, involved in a complex reorganization about 
their affections and values, being in a stage of designing a new 
identity, trying to be more in line with the current situation of its 
environment, very different from 20 years ago, when a big part of the 
country was involved to violence by terrorist groups and unprecedented 
levels of hyperinflation.

The scenario is different now. The present good economic standards 
in Peru, the sustained but still weak leading democracy and the 
acceptance of the Peruvian people toward their race, their culture 
and beliefs have formed an argument in which one word sounds 
louder than others: pride.  A sensation of change, of recognition, 
seems to be expanded. The recognized historian and psychoanalyst 
Max Hernandez, expert in Peruvian society is close to this situation of 
existing welfare by questioning: "Is Peru with another face?”1.

The recent consolidation of a middle class that reaches 50 % of the 
total population2, the first Michelin star reached this year by a 
Peruvian restaurant in London, through the Nobel Prize for 
Literature awarded in 2010 to the writer Mario Vargas Llosa, 3the flow 
of  "good Peruvian news " has only brought positive sense to the 
feeling of change due to a group of innovative and determined people, 
who are proud of their own and are willing to share this as a truth, in 
both private and public sectors.

Advertisers are not (cannot be) indifferent to this new state of the 
Peruvian consumer and have managed successful campaigns that 
shows from popular daily scenes in a village making typical 
celebrations, family reunions or weddings; 4to exhausting working 
days, etc. All of them created to be related directly to the product or 

service offered. The formula, used in excess perhaps, has given and 
continues to result in mass media such as television and newspapers 
having the largest audience, but is still incipient in the digital world, 
as on the Internet and social networks.

Digital is permanently a new topic for the Peruvian consumer and 
here we comply with all features we try to explain. The reduced 
internet penetration in Peruvian homes (only reaches 37 %, the 
lowest in the region) may show the poor development in the digital 
area, but it can be also explained by the proliferation of a business 
model that replaces the home Internet use: Internet booths - small 
commercial establishments-.  These spaces renting broadband per 
hour are replicated within the country and should not be unnoticed by 
the marks, considering them for what they are: spaces of encounter, 
spaces of exchange and spaces of potential consumers.

This underdevelopment in Peru in relation to the region to convert 
the Internet and social networks in a daily aspect, as our study 
indicates, may be associated with the fact that the Peruvian 
consumer is creating an identity that goes in line with the new 
situation, and its changing environment, as mentioned previously. 
They are taking too much time to recognize and even more, to 
communicate digitally. In this difficult predicament is possible to 
cause a breakdown with the conventional tradition. We can identify 
them in examples in this investigation, regarding the treatment they 

DIGITAL
CONSUMPTION
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women who migrated to the capital, and lived the uncertainty of a 
country depressed in its political and economic structures.

These processes enabled the identity of a good group of Peruvians 
and enhanced it for good. Nevertheless, after more than 20 years 
and with a remarkable macroeconomic management for three 
periods of government, the new Peruvian entrepreneurial class has 
strengthened the sense of belonging and recognition of cultural 
diversity in great measures.

An excellent example of acceptance and appreciation of something 
that 10 years ago did not stand out as it does today is gastronomy. 
The Peruvian clock seems comforted in the knowledge that their 
food is of first class all over the world. This is possible thanks to its 
vast variety of elements and ingredients.  Popular international food 
fairs as Mistura and legislative initiatives to commemorate a typical 
dish in one day of the calendar show at what level the cultural 
change moves the new Peruvian consumers.

THE CULINARY THEME OCCUPIES, THEREFORE, AN 
IMPORTANT PLACE IN PUBLIC OPINION AND IN MEDIA 
COVERAGE. HOWEVER, THERE ARE THINGS TO BE DONE 
TO SUCCESSFULLY MOVE THOSE POSITIVE CONCEPTS 
TO THE DIGITAL WORLD. ACCORDING TO OUR STUDY ON 
DIGITAL CONSUMPTION PERU, PERUVIAN USER 
APPRECIATES TO BE PART OF SOMETHING AND 
EMPLOYS MORE TIME TO PARTICIPATE IN DEBATES, 
FORUMS AND BLOGS.

give to the source of information that most of the Peruvian people 
call to the Internet, the small level of confidence in shopping online 
or refusing to give excessive information to companies requiring it. 
The Peruvian people still prefer cash payment or transactions using 
a mouth-to-mouth option.

Hernandez speaks of a time difference and refers to the country's 
current historical process:

"We are part of a pre-modern country entering to modernity in the 
postmodern era.  A new world-economy, a new scientific paradigm 
and a new technology break through rapid cultural changes that 
generate their own tensions. In our circumstances, the time 
differences between the pre-modern, modern and post-modern 
vanishes the line between tradition and modernity. "

To understand what takes the Peruvian consumer to this "rapid 
cultural change" and have a more accurate approach, it is necessary 
to review the two historical events mentioned in the first paragraph.

In the first place, is the uncontrolled violence between the 
Maoist-affiliated terrorist movement Shining Path against 
government forces between 1985 and 2000 5had strong impact in rural 
and urban environments. "Acts of sabotage to banks, government 
buildings and common infrastructure in Lima since the early eighties 
were overshadowed by the powerful car-bombs, the " armed strikes 
" and the political assassinations of 1991 and 1992," as written by the 
American Professor Jo- Marie Burt in a collection of articles 
published by the Institute of Peruvian Studies.

Second, is the economic disorder and hyperinflation that 
overwhelmed markets in the late 80s, 6who lived in parallel to an 
intense migratory flow of citizens from provinces to the capital of 
Peru, Lima. Shining Path had managed to have a strong presence in 
the countryside and poor towns, and the least bad option - no other 
way out - for many families was to migrate to the city to begin a new 
life. Many of them started from nothing.

Most active Peruvian consumers coming out from poverty and 
emerging to middle class are children or grandchildren of men and 



Some brands have understood this interaction to meet customers 
through social networks to design their own versions of products or 
actively participate in their campaigns. These initiatives help to rap-
idly multiply the positive sense of community and acceptance that 
Peruvian people is used to. On the other side, it should be clear that 
as a digital consumer, relatively new, the Peruvian user is sensitive 
to issues that could consider themes of his own, and in which he con-
siders to be a valid actor. Here, we can mention too, as an example, 
the gastronomy: increase passions and alerts against those who 
criticize or question the quality of the national cuisine.

A controversy of this caliber began in Peruvian blogs having a 
national effect, first through reactions in social media and then 
through the television prime time evening news coinciding with large 
audiences.

This collective impulse of participation in the network allowed, for 
example, that in 2007 Machu Picchu7 is considered one of the new 
seven wonders of the modern world. With a historic vote online, mil-
lions of Peruvians were involved in the campaign to revalue the 
biggest tourist attraction of the country and chose the Inca sanctuary 
themselves as one of the new wonders. The choice was supported by 
the Central Government and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. When 
Machu Picchu officially was declared elected, the President proclaimed 
a special day in the year to celebrate Machu Picchu exclusively. It was 
the best prelude to the celebration of 100 years of scientific discovery 
of new wonder, made in 2011.8

With a format similar to online participation, Peruvians are motivated to 
use the Internet to decide on game shows and reality shows that offer 
this option to their audience.

However, the failure to complete even the transition to modernity 
mentioned by the psychoanalyst Hernandez, and being in the middle 
of changing and recognition, the Peruvian digital consumer moves on 
as a new spectator inside the network, with particular care and 
distrust, preferring security, due not only because to the high crime 
rates in the country, but to the great preventive measures and caution 
developed by this generation of entrepreneurs, whose parents and 
grandparents started and made the business grew up. When some-
thing is earned with so much effort, there is no need to explain suspi-
cion and distrust means.9

After the economic collapse of the late eighties, Peruvians have 
learned to be careful with their belongings and money, choosing the 
safer option. This pattern of behavior is projected especially in areas 
such as the Internet or scenarios that promote interaction, and social 
networks.

It is also significant that this new face of Peru is a young face, as the 
majority of the Peruvian population.  According to our study, the high-
est Internet penetration occurs in the population group between 12 
and 18 years.10 This group accounts the 59 % of use and advertisers 
should be aware of this in order to successfully communicate their
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With a new middle class of Peruvian rising up as the main engine 
full of dynamism for the economy of the country, owner of a wide 
speech and convincing effort, success and pride; the use of Internet 
and social networks presents an opportunity to enlarge these feel-
ings. The Peruvian digital consumer is in motion and in a constant 
search for concepts that can recognize and continue developing this 
new identity.

1Hernández, Max. ¿Is Peru with another face? Identity, Diversity and 
Change. Lima: AGENDA Perú, 2000. Page 145.
2Diario Gestión. “BID: “Seven of Ten Peruvian belong to middle 
class” -on line]. <http://gestion.pe/economia/bid-siete-cada-10-
peruanos-pertenecen-clase-media-2068008>.
3 In his speech after receiving the Nobel Prize, Vargas Llosa referred 
Peru as a dilemma of identity: " If we dig just a little we discover that 
Peru, like Aleph Borges, is a small format of the whole world. What 
an extraordinary privilege for a country not to have just one identity 
but all of them! "He said.
4In general, the visual language of Peru has addressed these issues. 
In the Peruvian film "The Milk of Sorrow” that showed with great 
detail the ritual of marriage in the rural urban community. Remark-
ing feelings such as love, revenge, among others. The film won the 
Golden Bear at the Berlin Film Festival in 2009; this gave a great 
impetus to growth of domestic theatrical films.
5Burt, Jo -Marie. The unusual trails of Peru: War and Society, 1980-
1995. Lima: IEP / UNSCH, 1999. Stern Steve (Ed.). Page 265.6 

6Hernández, op. cit., page 145.
7http://www.new7wonders.com/
8One hundred million users around the world voted to elect the New 
Seven Wonders of the Modern World. The statement of the results 
were announced on June 7, 2007.
9Diario Gestión. “64% of Peruvians believe that crime is a major 
problem in the country " [online]<http://gestion.pe/politica/64-
peruanos-cree-que--
delincuencia-principal-problema-pais-2064191>
10According to the last national census of the National Statistics 
Institute Informatics of Peru, the young population between 15-29 
years in the country is 7'554 .204, equivalent to 26.7% of the total 
Peruvian population.
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Puerto Rico’s digital landscape can be explained in part by its 
political landscape. Its constitutional status as a territory of the 
United States makes the country an anomaly in the Latin 
American region and, therefore, a remarkable case to study. The 
duality created by the island’s unique position at the crossroads 
of the United States and Latin America extends to every aspect of 
Puerto Rican life, ranging from its system of government all the 
way to its culture. Not surprisingly, the digital behavior of Puerto 
Ricans is no exception to this pattern. At once, we see how the 
advantages and barriers caused by these circumstances 
ultimately determine the way Puerto Rico interacts with the 
digital world around it.

PUERTO RICO’S
DIGITAL LANDSCAPE
A TALE OF TWO CULTURES
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The main barriers to increasing digital adoption in Puerto Rico have roots in 
economics and demographics. Economically, the island is at the same time positively 
and negatively impacted by its relationship to the United Sates. 

On one side, it does have access (albeit somewhat limited) to many of the 
infrastructural advantages enjoyed by a world power like the United States. There is 
a relatively good broadband network and an ever-growing presence of Wi-Fi 
availability. 

But on the other side, the island has suffered the brunt of the mainland’s economic 
crisis perhaps more than any other state in the union. Puerto Rico has an 
unemployment rate of 14%; nearly double the rate in the United States. The digital 
barrier becomes more apparent, however, when the island’s fragile economic state 
is 
not necessarily reflected on the average the cost of Internet access. Even though, if it 
were a state, Puerto Rico would be by far the in the United States, the cost of Internet 
access in the island is similar to the cost of access in many wealthier states. In other 
words, the price of having a fast, reliable connection in Puerto Rico is significantly 
more expensive than anywhere else in Latin America. The average monthly rate for a 
basic, 1 MBps broadband Internet service in Puerto Rico is $38 (USD), more than 
double the rate in Colombia ($15) and four times the rate in Argentina ($9). Therefore, 
Puerto Rico’s comparatively lower level of adoption (less than half of all adults have 
access) is explained partly by the fact that being connected is simply not affordable.

ADVANTAGES AND BARRIERS



To achieve this we first need to figure out the consumer’s digital 
activity. Once they are connected, where do they go? What do they 
do? In this matter, Puerto Rico’s relationship with the United States 
is, once again, important to consider. Puerto Ricans tend to visit the 
same websites and use the same networks that are popular in the 
United States. Moreover, because of their bilingual and bicultural 
upbringing, many Puerto Ricans consume digital content in both 
Spanish and English.

For marketers, this is particularly important when it comes to buying 
online media. They must keep in mind that Puerto Ricans visit sites 
from Puerto Rico and the United States with almost the same 
amount of frequency.

Any discussion about digital behavior today is not very useful without 
an in-depth look at social networking. Given Puerto Rico’s relatively 
high level of digital usage and affinity, it is no wonder that 47% of 
Puerto Ricans (most likely driven by the young age groups) admit that 
they are “somewhat addicted” to social networks. Getting into 
specifics, Facebook overwhelmingly takes most of the usage share. 
Twitter stands at a distant second place, although emerging

Demographically, Puerto Rico faces the burden of a rapidly aging 
population. Adults over 60, a segment notorious for lower digital 
adoption rates, currently represent over 20% of the population and 
thus bring down the overall figure of 48%. However, it is crucial to 
note that this estimate leaves out the young adult segment, which is 
known for a very high adoption rate. If we consider this segment as 
part of the overall population estimate, the digital adoption rate 
would jump to approximately 57%. This behavioral difference 
according to age group is also important to consider when we move 
beyond digital adoption and get to digital usage. As we will see later 
on, the story is quite different when we compare Puerto Rico to the 
rest of Latin America in this category.

The good news is that these barriers are not insurmountable. 
Several government projects, both at local and federal levels, are 
intended to make the Internet more accessible to Puerto Ricans. 
These include special funds and subsidies to lower-income families, 
expanded free Wi-Fi zones, and new efforts to extend broadband 
coverage throughout the island.

This usage pattern suggests a clear course of action for marketers. 
The main, and often only, access point to the Internet in Puerto Rico 
is through a mobile device. As the segment continues to grow, brands 
must create content that adapts well to mobile devices. They also 
need to take advantage of the island’s overall high rate of digital 
usage and affinity. As the Puerto Rican consumer is eager for quality 
engagement through a variety of digital platforms, agencies should 
capitalize on this enthusiasm through innovative and relevant digital 
efforts to help brands connect on a deeper level.

Even though the rate of digital adoption might be lower than some 
other countries in the region, the level of usage and affinity is higher 
than any other country. An explanation for this fact begins and ends 
with the explosive rise of mobile in Puerto Rico. As we are part of the 
United States’ telecommunications market, access to mobile phones 
(particularly smartphones) is greater than any other country in Latin 
America. While many Latin American countries still see widespread 
use of “traditional” cell phones, advanced devices such as Android 
phones and iPhones dominate the Puerto Rican mobile market.

Greater mobile usage is also explained by culture. In Puerto Rico, 
owning a mobile phone is perceived more as a necessity than as a 
luxury. Many Puerto Ricans concur that it gives them a heightened 
sense of security in the face of emergency, particularly in a country 
with a large crime rate.

THE RISE
OF MOBILE

DIGITAL BILINGUALISM

SOCIAL ADDICTION
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platforms like Instagram and Pinterest are experiencing 
remarkable growth.

Puerto Rico’s significant presence in the social sphere is due in 
part to its high mobile usage and engagement. As the main 
social networks offer mobile applications and platforms, many 
Puerto Ricans access them primarily while on the move.

This presents both an opportunity and a challenge to brands. 
Even while social media penetration is high, that alone does not 
guarantee that local consumers are open to interacting with 
brands. In this arena, brands must find the way to communicate 
less from a sales point of view and more as part of a two-way 
conversation in which both the brand and the consumer get 
something valuable and gratifying. If this is done well, social 
media interaction provides a unique opportunity to get to know 
a Puerto Rican consumer they already know is more than 
willing to share.

Online shopping also sets Puerto Rico apart from Latin 
America. More Puerto Ricans who have Internet access shop 
regularly online more than any other Latin American 
nationality. Again, Puerto Rico’s standing as a territory of the 
United States offers several incentives that promote the 
widespread use of online shopping. Puerto Ricans can purchase 
from large United States online retailers more easily because 
of the country’s status as a “domestic”
destination. Therefore, shipping and tax fees tend to be lower 
than international rates. Making purchases online is also a way 
to avoid paying local sales taxes.

Cultural peculiarities also help explain why Puerto Rico leads 
the online shopping chart in Latin America. Puerto Rico’s 
middle class tends to be consumerist. In plain words, Puerto 
Ricans like their shopping, particularly when it comes to tech 
goods. A need to have the latest gadgets is often fuel for online 
traffic to retail sites.

For brands, marketing implications of this digital consumer 
behavior are more than clear. Puerto Ricans have proven they 
are more than willing to shop online. Therefore, a brand that 
fails to expand operations in order to promote or sell a product 
or service in that medium may be missing out on a huge 
opportunity. Brands that have already done this must extend 
their efforts to communication efforts to what happens after a 
purchase. Getting new customers is crucial for growth, but 
maintaining them is equally important. For instance, some 
brands in Puerto Rico have already started using digital tools 
such as behavioral targeting and retargeting in order to get to 
know their consumer’s shopping patterns better and offer them 
products and services more tailored to their interests and 
needs.

PURCHASING POWER

According to the JWT DIGILATS JWT 2013 digital persona 
categories, Puerto Rico would clearly fall under the Addicted 
Netizens group. Even though the country’s rate of Internet 
access is not the highest in the region, those who are connected 
tend to be heavily committed users. On average, Puerto Rican 
Internet users are more than comfortable on social networks, 
online stores, and a wide variety of digital platforms. 

In short, Puerto Ricans are using more devices to access more 
platforms to do more things than ever while connecting to the 
Internet. Local marketers need to be aware of this in order to 
come up with successful efforts for their brands. Content needs 
to be smarter and more creative. But most of all, it needs to be 
ubiquitous, working on desktop and mobile platforms alike. 
Puerto Rico might be a small island, but if a brand wants to 
reach digital Puerto Rican consumers, it needs to be 
everywhere.

WE ARE ADDICTED 
NETIZENS 



VENEZUELA



Venezuela is one of the countries that have the most digitally 
engaged users of Latin America: they do all their everyday 
activities online. It doesn’t mean they forgot their offline world, 
but the online one definitely completes their lives. It is an 
interesting market whose complexity makes the way we do 
digital marketing today more challenging. 

hello. my name is

Strategic Planner
e mail: andrea.lofrano@jwt.com
Venezuela
Addicted Netizen 

addicted netizen



Through a very detailed analysis of what we’ve got from the report of digital consumers 
in Venezuela, and once we understood more deeply their social environment, we 
discovered that what defines their behavior in the online world has to do with three 
possible elements: the particular way that defines Venezuelans, lifestyle habits and 
the political scenario in which they have emerged.

Venezuelans live in a particular state of chaos most of the time, which make their lives 
more stressful, especially in the major cities. Some obstacles such as traffic jams, 
pollution, insecurity, overpopulation,transportation problems and so on, make the way 
they move around the city an incredible waste of time. Because of this way of living and 
the constant need of optimizing their time, the Internet is considered as very important 
to the everyday activities of the people. 

According to the Metropolitan Transportation Institute, “caraqueños” spend almost 60 
days per year stuck in traffic jams; so while they are waiting, they are looking for news 
on their smartphones so they can get the most out of their time. That’s why 
multitasking while surfing the Internet is one their favorite online activities, because it 
makes their lives more bearable. It’s just a perfect combination! Our brands should 
think more about creating solutions and getting involved with our customers in an 
unusual way to get their attention.

By nature, Venezuelans are social individuals. It’s something they love to be; it’s part of 
their nature. They have the ability to speak with people in the middle of the street or in 
the subway even if they don’t know each other. They feel they can never be alone. Also, 
their friends are a reflection of themselves and the fact that they belong to a group 
makes them feel comfortable.

THE PECULIAR LIFESTYLE OF A 
VENEZUELAN

SOCIABILITY IS IN THEIR BLOOD
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Also, being connected is a must in their lives. It’s a personal need. 
Most Venezuelans feel that if they are not connected, they are 
missing a part of their lives. If you are online, you are trendy. 
Venezuelans feel they are still being part of their society if they are 
online, regardless of whether they are having a “real” presence. 
They tend to feel they are still having social support and will never 
be rejected somehow by their social circle if they have a permanent 
presence.
Not only are Venezuelans very social by nature, but they also know 
they have a constant need of self-expression, which clearly justifies 
the fact that they love the Internet so much as a way to socialize and 
stay connected. Venezuelans have the need to express themselves 
somehow, and they tend to do this online, especially in their social 
networks. Also, there is a particular affinity of using multiple 
devices while socializing. 
Most Venezuelans are using social networks such as Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest, Blogger, LinkedIn, Google 
Plus and so on, to express needs, feelings, emotions, opinions, and 
suggestions about hot topics, personal issues or even opinions 
about TV programs. This could be seen as a “purification method”, a 
way they can satisfy emotional issues. That’s why they tend to create 
a lot of content online. Some of our strategies should be focused on 
how users can connect with our brands in social media through 
valuable content in order to create some social catharsis.
It seems very curious that there is a particular rise in the fact that 
Venezuelans use the Internet, specifically their social networks, 
while watching TV. They are using their devices as a supplement to 
the TV program. Maybe this behavior does not overcome the region 
average, but marketers and brands could view it as a change in the 
role of TV screen in the media consumption and an opportunity to 
engage with online users in Venezuela and create digital 
experiences that involve multiple screens.  

Due to all these facts that describe more clearly the social relationships 
between Venezuelans, it is not surprising the powerful influence 
that peers and friends have over perceptions and, specifically, over 
making some purchasing decisions. This explains why Venezuelans 
are more interested about reading online reviews from peers and 
friends about products and services, especially for pre-purchase 
research, as one of their favorite online activities. 
Most Venezuelans are affected by the social groups they belong to, 
or by people who have quite a lot of knowledge about something. 
Most of what they do is defined by their environment, what they read, 
what they see around them.
On the other hand, WOM is very common between Venezuelans 
because they are in constant communication, especially online. 
They tend to be very careful about which is the best decision to 
make, so if they check any negative comments about something or 
someone, it would be difficult to eliminate those prejudices. It is 
important to create experiences that generate positive comments of 
our brands, due the peers’ influence and the power they have to 
spread opinions. 

PEER
POWER!



This is very curious, but even when Venezuelans have some casual-get-together moments, they 
tend to feel the need of being online somehow. When someone doesn’t feel comfortable, she or 
he’s bored, automatically they check their smartphone to “do something” more interesting as a 
defense mechanism. This is a common term called “Nomophobia”, which is the fear of being out 
of mobile phone contact. 

It is a quite common habit among Venezuelans to check their smartphone even if there are no unread 
messages. There is a particular need to know what people are also doing online. WhatsApp / 
Blackberry / Line groups of friends, family and co-workers are very common nowadays in Ven-
ezuela for the people who can get a smartphone. They occupy a very important place in their 
online activities. Even mobile devices are becoming an increasingly common part of their daily 
TV routines.

There are more mobile phones than people in Venezuela! According to CONATEL (2012) –the 
state agency that regulates, supervises and controls telecommunications in the country– 28% 
of internet users are going mobile and 40% of them use smartphones to get in touch through 
their Social Networks. Although Venezuelans go online primarily from a PC at home, they use 
their smartphones as a second choice, bettering cyber as an option. Mobile phones are seen by 
Venezuelans as a comfortable, quicker and an easier way to connect when they are not at home. 

This online behavior shows the potential use that Venezuelans are having in the region when it 
comes to mobile phones and tablets, due to the high level of usage/penetration they have 
reflected in recent years.

GOING MOBILE
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It is very interesting the fact that despite Venezuela having the lowest regional penetration levels, it is the most likely 
market to agree they love surfing the Internet. Moreover, there is a high Social Media penetration in Venezuela. 
According to Tendencias Digitales, which is one of the country’s most recognized digital research companies, there 
were more than 8 million users in Facebook and 3 million users in Twitter by 2012. By this year, Venezuela leads the 
use of Twitter in Latin America, because it is considered the best place where people can access all they want to see 
without limits. Due to the high Social Media penetration that Venezuela has, our brands must be online. They have to 
be there, where a big part of their customers are constantly seen. They expect good connections to the online world 
in order to get the most from them.

As we can see, it is worth highlighting that the Internet penetration levels have nothing directly to do with affinity; it is 
much more than that. It has to do with two external factors that make a real impact in that digital indicator: access to 
the tool and the high cost of the service. Venezuela’s main cities have the best penetration in the country; actually 
they overcome some leading countries such as USA, UK and Japan. However, the rest have no opportunities to be 
competitive in a globalized world. If the proportion were balanced, the media would be much lower than the region. 

On the other hand, Venezuela has one of the most expensive and the lowest speed connection in the world. It occu-
pies number 150 on a list of 174 countries classified by their speed connection, according to Netindex.com (2013). 
These factors make the access to the tool more difficult, knowing that 80% of the total population in Venezuela 
belongs to the lower social status Datanalisis, 2012), which does not have enough purchasing power to get the best 
Internet service. However, this is a potential market: the lower social status is very interested in a better and reach-
able service. Also, there is a need to show off through the purchase of Smartphones, even if they don’t have access 
to the Internet. About this topic, our brands should help more Venezuelans to be online whenever they want, using 
their power of influence.
In top quality services, Venezuela would be a market with one of the highest potentials for Internet use in the region. 
The demand grows more and more every day. Our brands should be aware about the real commitment their customers 
could reach if they have a good online experience with them. This means we have to create digital strategies that build 
long-term relationships with our users in order to guarantee that they will keep in touch with us forever.

A REAL COMMITMENT



More than ever, smart purchases are very valued because Venezuela is going through 
one of the most difficult economic situations in its history. The annual inflation level is so 
far, in Caracas, 42,7%, according to El Universal (2013).
In addition, Venezuela has the most complex system of currency exchange worldwide. 
This is the reason why most Venezuelans had to change some purchasing habits, and 
make a big part of them online, because it is cheaper. Amazon.com is one of their 
favorite places because purchases are cheaper than the ones they can make in a real 
store in Venezuela.

Making a quick research about which sites Venezuelans visit immediately before 
Amazon.com, we can see that Google.com, Facebook.com and MercadoLibre.com (Latin 
America's number-one e-commerce site) are linked to each other. That’s why Venezue-
lans shop more often online.
Our country adapts better than most market changes because life for Venezuelans is 
constantly changing, and Venezuelans are used to changing their behavior with it. The 
same happens online: all the better uses they discovered with online tools made them 
more receptive to them and, as a result, they are changing little by little the way they 
research and make purchases in life. 

In summary, as we’ve seen, Venezuelans have changed the way they are connecting with 
brands and this represents big opportunities in terms of mobile marketing, content 
marketing, targeting, personalization and digital experience. Definitely it is a must to be 
online these days and it is vital to consider digital experiences in our marketing plans. 
Some brands in Venezuela are still thinking that social media marketing is just about 
recruiting fans/followers. There are few cases where there is a really good digital strategy 
and a content marketing behind that provides innovative experiences to the users. There 
is a good opportunity to take advantage of this and be the leaders and rock stars of the 
market. Audiences will engage with brands that provide good experiences through digi-
tal. We have to go beyond our main social networks and use social connections as mecha-
nisms to create experiences that connect with our audiences with the story our brands 
want to tell!

ONLINE
SHOPPING 
EVERYONE!
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